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From exotic dancers to hedge fund managers,
they’re all getting into the same trade

50% OF SILICON
VALLEY BILLIONAIRES
NOW PREPARING FOR
A CRISIS?
While middle class Americans are pouring money into
the stock market…
Some of the richest people in Silicon Valley are doing
something that is pretty much the exact opposite.
I’m talking about folks like:
Peter Thiel (founder of Paypal)
Steve Huffman (founder of Reddit)
Mark Zuckerberg (founder of Facebook)
Tim Chang (of Mayfield venture capital)
Larry Ellison (founder of Oracle)
Reid Hoffman (founder of LinkedIn)
If you care about your family… your money…
and your future, I strongly encourage you to
find out what these folks are doing…
And why it might be important for you to do
something similar… right away.
Everything is explained on my research firm’s website, right here…
P.S. Most Americans don’t know there’s one simple and very
inexpensive thing you can do to protect yourself. Learn more here…
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INSIDE THIS ISSUE

I

n our July issue of American Consequences,
we’re tackling bitcoin, blockchain, and
cryptocurrencies – with the risks and the
opportunity explained in plain language.
Editor in chief P.J. O’Rourke leads the
way in explaining why he feels guilt about
cryptocurrencies instead of the usual fear or
greed.
Bestselling author Turney Duff shares a wild
tale about the dying art of wining and dining
on Wall Street. Owner of Eifrig Cellars,
Dr. David Eifrig, has one rule to follow
when choosing and drinking wine. And we
talk with award-winning national security
correspondent Sara Carter.
Then we’re back on cryptocurrencies –
bringing you a balanced perspective...
Goldman Sachs alum and Real Vision founder
Raoul Pal turns bear, dumping his bitcoin
position for 7.5 times his money. He says get
out of the bubble now.

“
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Hong Kong-based Tama Churchouse
predicts the crypto speculation is just getting
started. He’s cautiously optimistic on sorting
the winners from the losers.

Bitcoin has rocketed from a low
of 75 cents to more than $3,000
at its height – an astronomical
400,000% gain. Teeka Tiwari

Crypto guru Teeka Tiwari says bitcoin is
the new e-mail... and reminds us that bitcoin
has been “dead” 129 times before. He sees
massive upside, with his recommended
positions up thousands of percent.
Finally, we’ll close out our bitcoin musing
with an exclusive look inside a new Las Vegas
crypto strip club from veteran reporter Todd
Prince. When exotic dancers get on board, is
it a sign of the top?
Next, we’ll peek into more than a dozen realworld portfolios – from traders and finance
folks to legends like Ronald Reagan’s mostquoted author George Gilder and naturalresource speculator Doug Casey. (If you’ve
ever wondered about gold vs. bitcoin vs. the
U.S dollar, this one is for you.)
Rory Carroll profiles right-wing street artist
Sabo (“Republicans are the new punk,” he
says), while underground news founder Bill
Bonner explores maybe the biggest idea
for our magazine... what it means to be an
American. And Gray Zurbruegg, president
of The Atlas 400, brings us “stay, drink, and
try” recommendations from an adventure to
the Galapagos Islands.
Finally, nationally syndicated talk radio
program host Buck Sexton will close us out
with a look at a worldwide cyber war... from
bitcoin ransoms to mass data breaches... and
how you can protect yourself.
Enjoy the issue and send your feedback to
feedback@americanconsequences.com. - SL

Big news…
Porter Stansberry is back on the air
hosting Stansberry Investor Hour, with
brilliant co-host: Buck Sexton. Buck
is a former intelligence officer for the
CIA, and worked for the Intelligence
Department of the NYPD.
Together, Porter and Buck are
interviewing some of the most influential
(and sometimes controversial) figures in
the world.
From Julian Assange, the besieged
founder of WikiLeaks, to Cactus
Schroeder, a Texan oil man known for
inking multi-billion dollar deals, our guest
list is never short on notoriety.
Every Thursday, the Stansberry Investor
Hour podcast will upload to iTunes,
keeping investors (like you) in touch with
what’s happening in the markets and
critical world events.

To ensure you never
miss an episode of
Stansberry Investor Hour…
Step 1: Simply visit the
iTunes store by
clicking here
Step 2: Click “Subscribe”
Look for
this logo!

IT’S ALL TOTALLY
FREE OF CHARGE.
We simply want you and
every Stansberry Research
subscriber to have convenient,
unconditional access.
So be sure not to miss out.
Subscribe to Stansberry
Research Hour – and even
check out Porter’s past
interviews – by accessing our
iTunes podcast archive.

From Editor in Chief

P.J. O’Rourke

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

A Blockhead
Confronts the
Blockchain
THE HISTORY OF MONEY IS INCREASING CONFUSION...
BITCOIN IS NO EXCEPTION

P

eople have all sorts of feelings about
cryptocurrency – wild enthusiasm, cool
skepticism, greedy desire, utopian hope...

All I feel is ignorance and guilt...
First, let me explain the guilt. I’m a
libertarian, and I want a medium of
exchange – a kind of money – that adheres to
libertarian principles.
Money that adheres to just one libertarian
principle will suffice. This is the privacy
principle: “What I do that doesn’t physically
harm you is none of your damn business.”
Business is conducted with money.
Cryptocurrency would seem to be the private
kind of money libertarians want. It’s private
in the two most important senses of privacy.
6 | July 2017

First, cryptocurrency isn’t subject to
government public policy. Government public
policy, of course, is to issue as much money as
it feels like issuing.
Government treats money like a stalker treats
posting things on your Facebook page. A
couple of clicks of a Federal Reserve keyboard,
and there’s another creepy rant. The original
rant didn’t have much value, and subsequent
rantings are increasingly worthless and
worrying. But “unfriending” the government
is hard.
Second, cryptocurrency encrypts transactions.
What you’re buying or selling isn’t revealed to
a nosy snoop. That nosy snoop being, once
again, government.
I’m a law-abiding guy. I’ll wait for the “walk”

light when I’m on an empty street corner in
the middle of the night. I don’t even cheat on
my taxes – any more than federally mandated
tax loopholes force me to.
I wouldn’t use cryptocurrency for any
criminal scheme. (Well, except maybe getting
some Cuban cigars.) But no matter how
legal the purchases I make are, I don’t like
those private purchases being on the public
record in sales receipts and credit-card records
available to who-knows-which nosy snoop
government agency.
And I don’t like other people’s purchases
being on the public record either. If
somebody buys an inflatable, anatomically
correct Minnie Mouse doll for intimate
relations in the privacy of his home, I sure
don’t want to know about it.
I don’t want government to know about it
either, for fear the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) may impose endangered plastic
rodent regulations on us all. Or maybe some
high-minded EPA functionary will leak the
information to animal-rights group PETA,
causing the inflatable mouse doll store to be
vandalized when my car is parked nearby
within paint-tossing range.
I’m more worried about government abusing
its police powers than I am about individuals
abusing their purchasing powers.

in body armor rappelling from helicopters
into my backyard target range demanding an
explanation for my blowing holes in 1,000
empty beer cans. And they’d probably be
accompanied by a Department of Health and
Human Services counselor insisting I go into
a treatment program for drinking 1,000 cans
of beer.
That’s the case in favor of cryptocurrency.
But I feel guilty (or feel like I should feel
guilty) because I don’t support or advocate
cryptocurrency. I don’t even find the idea of
cryptocurrency very interesting. In fact, I have
no use for the stuff.

“

One small step for man, one giant
leap for accountants!

As of this writing, the market value of one
bitcoin is about $2,500. But if you wanted to
buy the banged-up Volvo station wagon that
I got for my teenage kids to bang up some
more and you offered me six bitcoins for it,
I’d tell you to bite me.
This is because I feel ignorant. I am confused
by the mathematical intricacies used to form
the computer-programmed blockchains that
underlie cryptocurrencies.

My taking delivery on 1,000 rounds of 9mm
ammunition is information the government
does not need to have.

Of course, I’m confused by lots of things.
I’m confused by women, which didn’t stop
me from marrying a delightful one. I fly on
airplanes all the time while having no idea
why they take off or how they land.

No thank you to Homeland Security agents

But I am particularly sensitive to confusions
American Consequences | 7
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No intrinsic value is involved in fiat money,
just a pronouncement of Existentialism from
central banks. Trillions and trillions of dollars,
euros, pounds, and renminbi are singing,
When the medium of exchange was barter, we
“We’re Here Because We’re Here Because
were doing things like trading goats for pigs.
We’re Here Because We’re Here.” (A popular
Unless we were so stupid that we fell for the
tune in the trenches during World War I –
old “pig in a poke” trick, what we saw was
appropriately enough, since WWI was when
what we got.
fiat money came into global use.)
The move to “commodity money,” with prices
By now, anybody who isn’t confused by
set in coins made of something valuable –
currency is simply insane. And the extra
gold, silver, copper – complicated trade. Yes,
confusions of cryptocurrency aren’t the antimaking change was easier. (No more having
psychotic medication that’s needed.
to pay for a goat by fishing a ham and three
concerning money. The history of money is a
history of increasing confusion – much of it
deliberate.

pork chops out of our pockets.) But it raised
new questions. How to assay the metal
content in coins? Who to trust to mint them?
The advent of “fiduciary money” – pieces of
paper redeemable in coins – meant further
confusions. Who really had those (possibly
dodgy) coins? Where did they keep them all?
Did they have enough?
And then came “fiat money.” This, as I
mentioned, is what the government prints
when it feels like it. Most of the money in
the world today is fiat money. We’ve got it
because the government says we’ve got to.

“
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Anybody who isn’t confused
by currency is simply insane.
And the extra confusions of
cryptocurrency aren’t the antipsychotic medication that’s
needed.

Cryptocurrency even adds a kind of
unwelcome mysticism to the already baffling
material and philosophical aspects of money.
Some regard the blockchain with almost
religious awe, as if it were the work of
mythical “Geek Gods” high upon Mount
Laptopus.
An article by Marco Iansiti and Karim R.
Lakhani in the January issue of the Harvard
Business Review claimed that blockchain
technology “has the potential to create new
foundations for our economic and social
systems.”
No, it doesn’t.
I give you this from Wikipedia, where
information was drawn from more extensive
2015 and 2016 articles in The Economist,
Fortune, and Wired: “A blockchain is a
decentralized and distributed digital ledger...
authenticated by mass collaboration powered
by collective self-interests... This allows the

participants to verify and audit transactions
inexpensively.”
One small step for man, one giant leap for
accountants!
The blockchain is a tremendous, life-changing
innovation – if you’re a CPA. Throw those
green eyeshades in the air! Dance around your
spreadsheets with wild abandon!
Yes, the blockchain is confusing, but what it
is, even more so, is boring.
However, it’s also supposed to be secret
and secure. I don’t think so. There is
the cryptocurrency “blooper reel” to be
considered:
In 2013, the Chinese bitcoin trading platform
GBL suddenly shut down – a $5 million
“bitcon.”
In 2014, the Mt. Gox bitcoin exchange
declared bankruptcy after “losing” $473
million worth of customers’ bitcoins. (Did
Gox look under the couch cushions?)
In 2015, a cryptocurrency called Paycoin was
offered through something called “ZenPortal.”
In a Zen-like experience, 10,000 clients were
left to meditate on being freed from the
worldly burden of having $19 million.
In 2016, the founder of the Florida
cryptocurrency market Cryptsy was accused
of misappropriating millions of dollars and
then fleeing to China, perhaps to go to work
for GBL.
And then, $53 million in Ethereum

“

I’m more worried about
government abusing its police
powers than I am about individuals
abusing their purchasing powers.

cryptocurrency disappeared from Ethereum’s
“Decentralized Autonomous Organization,”
which turned out to be a little too
decentralized and autonomous to qualify as
being organized.
But let’s chalk that up to experience. What’s
half a billion dollars among virtual friends?
Every new technological development has its
missteps. Such as the time inventor Thomas
Edison electrocuted Topsy the elephant
to prove that alternating current is more
dangerous than direct current.
(Edison’s actual involvement in frying
Topsy may be, like the security of your
cryptocurrency account, dubious. But it’s one
of those stories – such as Cryptocurrency Is the
Money of the Future – that we journalists call
“too good to check.”)
Cryptocurrency on the World Wide Web does
not create monetary security or secrecy.
Money has always involved insecurities and
secrets. Banditry, after all, was invented long
before cash was. When we were trading goats
for pigs, it was hard to hide them under a
mattress. They squeal and bleat. Bandits
would steal the pork roast and the Libyan
hamburger.
American Consequences | 9
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But you can shoot a bandit. You can shoot a
computer too, for all the good it will do in
getting your goat back, which is why I stick to
beer cans.
The Internet is an enormous hacking industry
serviced by a small global interconnected
computer network.
These hackers can hack anything. According
to major news outlets, Russian hackers hacked
into the American electoral system, right down
to the level of presidential primary ballots.
I’ve been covering American elections since
1972, and I am absolutely clueless about what
goes on with presidential primary ballots
(and so are all the political reporters I know).
Talk about encryption – local politicians have
primary voting shenanigans sealed in a crypt.
And yet here were the Russian hackers
in Yoknapatawpha County, Mississippi –
probably unable to understand a word of
English as it is spoken by Mississippians –
figuring out which yokel supporting Hillary
would beat which hayseed supporting Bernie
to become a Mississippi delegate to the
Democratic National Convention.

consultants, who tells a story he calls, “How
Ignorance Saved Me a Fortune.”
At the end of 2000, Enron was rated “most
innovative large company in America” by
Fortune magazine’s Most Admired Companies
Survey. Michael thought it might be a good
buy. He asked his top team of analysts to look
at Enron.
A week went by and Michael heard nothing
from his analysts. He talked to them and they
said, “We’re still working on it.”
Another week went by. Nothing. “We’re still
working on it.”
Two more weeks went by and Michael called
his analysts on the carpet. He said, “A month
ago, I asked you to look at Enron. And I
haven’t heard a damn thing.”
Michael’s analysts said, “Do you remember
what you told us when you hired us?”
Michael said, “Um... no.”
“You told us,” the analysts said, “the first
thing to do is figure out how a company
makes money.”

And right now, some dateless, pear-shaped
16-year-old wearing emoji pajamas is in
his bedroom, with the floor covered in
empty Snickers wrappers, logging on to
make himself a Darknet billionaire. I hope
Walgreens accepts cryptocurrency in payment
for acne cream.

“And?...” said Michael.

I have an old friend, Michael Farr, president
of Farr, Miller & Washington investment

He says, “If I hadn’t been feeling ignorant, I’d
be broke.”
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“We’ve been doing nothing but look at this
company for the past four weeks, and we can’t
figure out how Enron makes money.”
Enron’s 2001 bankruptcy cost investors more
than $68 billion. Michael hadn’t invested.

— Advertisement —

RECLUSIVE MILLIONARE WARNS: GET OUT OF CASH NOW
If you’re over age 50… And you’re
still haunted by 2008…

DOW could soon skyrocket
Dr. Sjuggerud says, “Cash in the
bank used to mean something. But
I’m telling you – it’s going to be a
huge, huge source of regret in the
months ahead.”

Your worst fears are correct.
Right now, we are smack in the
middle of the greatest stock market
bubble in history.
And when this bubble bursts —
it’ll devastate millions of investors.
But this doesn’t necessarily have
to happen to you.
You see, something strange is
going on in the financial system.
And according to The Wall Street
Journal, it’s causing some investors
– including the biggest banks in the
world – to move massive amounts of
money out of the banking system.
What exactly is going on and what
does it mean for your money?

Urgent Warning
I recently met up with former hedge
fund manager, Dr. Steve Sjuggerud
– one of the most widely-followed
financial analysts in the world.
Today, he shuns the spotlight
and lives on a remote island off
the Florida coast. He’s built a new
life… and a substantial fortune… by
sharing a series of eerie predictions.

Many of which have proven correct.
• In January of 2000, he wrote:
“We are at the peak of most likely
the greatest financial mania that will
ever be seen in our lifetimes.”
Next thing you know, the NASDAQ
fell more than 75%.
• On November 1, 2002, he said,
“I expect a real estate bubble to take
hold. We don’t know how far it will
go. But it has likely just begun.”

He told me, over the next year or
two, there’s going to be a massive
panic out of the traditional
banking system.
Bottom-line: Steve says the MeltUp has now officially begun… and
will only get bigger.

Don’t
Miss Out!

You probably remember what
happened next – home prices soared.
• On Friday, March 20, 2009 – at
the peak of the financial panic, he
wrote: “You want to own stocks
right now.”
Stocks have nearly tripled since.
But his latest prediction
has caught many Americans
completely off-guard.

Some of the biggest investors in
the world are pulling billions of
dollars at a time out of bank deposit
accounts… They’re even selling
their gold bullion.
And they’re putting all this cash in
the LAST place you’d ever expect.

“Melt-Up” millionaires
You see, Dr. Steve Sjuggerud
believes tens of thousands of new
millionaires could be minted in the
months ahead.
PLEASE NOTE: It’s important
you take action as soon as possible,
because a huge new investor is
entering the market.
And this new investor is going to
trigger a stock buying panic the likes
of which we’ve never seen before.
Dr. Sjuggerud is an intensely
private man. But he was
recently prodded by a
friend – one of the most
successful investment
analysts in the world –
to share the details of his
stunning research with
the general public.

Warning: What
he has to say is
controversial… and not at all what
you’ll hear from the mainstream
press. But for the time being, you
can watch his exclusive interview –
free of charge - here:
www.LastBullMarket.com

WATCH HIS EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW – FREE OF CHARGE - HERE:

www.LastBullMarket.com

FROM OUR INBOX

YOU WRITE, WE RESPOND

Re: Welcome to American
Consequences
You are the smartest sumbitch I’ve
ever read, not just because you express
my thoughts so well, but because I’ve
read a number of great writers, none of
whom made me laugh. – Mike Boland

Flattery will get you
everywhere! But note that in your much
appreciated compliment you say “because
you express my thoughts so well.” I may be
the smartest sumbitch you’ve ever read, but
it sounds to me like the smartest sumbitch
you’ve ever listened to is you. Keep up the
good thinking!

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

You claim to be neutral, making fun of
both the left and right. But let me ask
you one question. Who did you vote
for in the last election? Or given the
outcome and what has happened since,
who should you have voted for? – Len
Richan
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Actually,

I voted
for Hillary. I figured her for a one-term
president. I thought that after eight years of
lousy Obama policies, we’d be getting more
of the same, and at least we’d know what we
were getting and how to survive it. Then,
after four years of miserable Hillary failure,
sensible libertarian/conservatives would
return and run the country for the foreseeable
12 | July 2017

future. Therefore, I thought of Hillary as the
“conservative” choice. Now I’m worried that
Trump may be re-invigorating the Left.
You’re right, Len, although I do make fun of
both sides, I’m not neutral.
I’m a firm libertarian/conservative who
believes in the Constitution and wants a
minimal government that keeps its nose out
of our personal lives. But I am neutral when it
comes to people. Liberals can be some of the
nicest folks on earth. And conservatives can
be bullies and jerks.
I want to thank you for being a voice of
reason in a mad world. There is nothing
like humor to reveal the naked truth. I’m
reminded of Will Rogers. – Jim Woods
P.J. O’Rourke comment: There’s

no one I’d
rather be compared to than Will Rogers, who,
among a million other quips, said, “I don’t
belong to an organized political party – I’m
a Democrat.” I wonder how many people
remember Rogers today? Which reminds me
of all the other old-time humorists who no
longer have the reputation that they should...
A great one that I recommend to you is Kin
Hubbard (1868-1930), cartoonist at the
Indianapolis Star. He created a character,
“Abe Martin of Brown County” – a wise old
backwoods Hoosier. Abe would have a new
saying every day. My favorite: “Every now
and then an innocent man is sent to the

Send us a message, question, or criticism at
feedback@americanconsequences.com

legislature.” Will Rogers himself called Kin
Hubbard “America’s greatest humorist.”

to do. Why would you think the Dems
wouldn’t do the same? Politics in 21st
century America! – Tony V

Re: The Fed Don’t Mean a
Thing

Buck Sexton comment: Thank

The Fed does not set the Federal Funds
Rate either. The Federal Funds Rate is
an average of the rates negotiated by
private banks for the overnight lending
and borrowing of “excess” reserves. The
only rate the Fed can set is the discount
rate that the Fed charges on reserves it
lends to private banks. – Ken Miller

Correct. The full
name is the Federal Funds Target Rate.
The Federal Reserve changes the discount
rate with the goal of hitting that “target.” It
usually works fairly well, but the Fed doesn’t
even have complete control over the rate that
bears its name!

Dr. David Eifrig comment:

you for your
spirited email Tony. Unfortunately, your facts
are in error... Scooter Libby was never charged
with leaking anything, he was charged with
lying under oath and obstruction of justice.
You note Bill Clinton and say nothing was
ever found on him. But in fact he lied under
oath, which is perjury – exactly what got
Libby into trouble. Clinton should have
been prosecuted, but was only disbarred and
impeached instead.

Re: Trump Must Beat the
Siege
Funny how you cherry pick your
situations... Scooter Libby (probably
Cheney) committed a crime revealing
a CIA undercover agent. But you failed
to mention the ongoing witch hunt that
followed Clinton through his tenure
with nothing ever found. (Lying about
having sex!) The GOP also attacked and
blocked everything that Obama tried

Chip Bok Editorial Cartoon used with the permission of Chip Bok
and Creators Syndicate. All rights reserved.
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WHAT COULD
POSSIBLY
GO WRONG?
Financial follies and disaster in the making

Argentina just sold a 100-year bond
issue... three years after its latest
default... and despite defaulting on
its sovereign debt six times in the last
century.

Brazilian leveraged-buyout firm (and
frequent Warren Buffett deal partner)
3G purchased Popeye’s Louisiana
Kitchen three months ago... for
almost $2 billion...

That’s an average default of once every 17
years. The debt is yielding roughly 8%, so
investors should receive their money back
within 12 years... so long as nothing goes
wrong.

The acquisition price was a 20% premium
to the share price... and is equal to
21 times the annual earnings of the
business before taxes, interest expense,
or depreciation. That’s an all-time record
price for any restaurant acquisition in
history over $100 million, according
to Jim Grant of Grant’s Interest Rate
Observer. Popeye’s has 1,600 locations in
the United States and another 400 around
the world... Thus, 3G paid about $1
million per location.

The cryptocurrency Ethereum briefly
“flash crashed” more than 99% on the
GDAX exchange... dropping from $319
to pennies within seconds...

The drop was blamed on a $30 million
“sell order” that triggered stop-loss orders.
And the Ethereum price recovered quickly.
But in the meantime, crypto investors lost
millions... another reason not to enter your
stop-loss orders into the market – whether
the stock market or the crypto market.
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Is there a difference between borrowing
a bunch of money to make mortgages
in America’s worst neighborhoods... and
borrowing a bunch of money to sell
chicken? Stay tuned.

Investment bank Merrill Lynch
announced it sees a “swift and
material” decline in U.S. auto sales
developing this year...

It expects new-car sales falling to 13
million, down 25% from the peak of
around 17.5 million in 2016. Among
the many problems the sector faces is a
“tsunami” of off-lease inventory, which
will drive down used-car prices. Merrill’s
comments are important because Merrill is
the “thundering herd.” By the time Merrill
has figured out a trend, you can be sure it’s
well in motion...
Speaking of, “Big Three” U.S.
automaker General Motors (GM) is
finally admitting the obvious: The
boom in auto sales is peaking.

But while the company admits that
sales are slowing, its outlook remains
relatively rosy. GM believes this “moderate
downturn” will cause prices to plummet to
levels not seen since... 2015, when newvehicle sales totaled a little more than 17
million. Why? Because the company is
“disciplined.” We doubt it...
During the last big downturn, sales peaked
near 17 million in 2005... and ultimately
plunged to just 10 million by 2009. Given
the size of the recent boom, we wouldn’t
be surprised to see sales fall to less than
10 million this time around. GM has a
different definition of “disciplined” than
we do.

Home sales in Canada fell the most in
five years last month... but prices kept
climbing.

Vancouver has long been one of the
most expensive cities in the world. Now
Toronto’s joining it. Speculation has taken
over much like it did during the U.S.
housing boom. If you want to see how this
story ends, watch the Oscar-winning film
Big Short.
The Japanese central bank now owns
more than 40% of the entire Japanese
government-bond market. It’s also
the third-largest holder of Japanese
equities.

The Bank of Japan is now a top 10
shareholder in one-fifth of Japan’s 3,750
publicly traded companies. What happens
when a central bank has cornered the
market?
Right now, Japan’s government-bond
market is no longer functioning properly.
It has ground to a halt... Of course, that
doesn’t mean a crisis is imminent. But
it does suggest the next crisis will be far
more severe than it otherwise would be...
And millions of investors are likely to be
blindsided when it finally begins.
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WHAT MOVED THE MARKET
THE BIGGEST STORIES THAT
MATTERED FOR THE MARKET
LAST MONTH...

July 10 Senate health care reform
EDITORS
Scott
Garliss
John
Gillin
Greg
Diamond

For realtime
market
updates
from some
of Wall
Street’s
most
plugged-in
analysts,
CLICK
HERE
to get
instant
access to
NewsWire.

opposition swells to 14
With Democrats opposed to the Senate’s
version of the Affordable Care Act reform
bill, the GOP could only afford to lose two
votes out of 52 members in the Senate
and still pass it via the reconciliation
process. From the outset, however, the bill
had five Republican Senators opposed.
Despite multiple attempts by Senate
Majority Leader Mitch McConnell to
try and rally the troops to support the
legislation, they went into the July recess
without passage.
Upon returning, the number of Senators in
opposition to the bill swelled to 14.

late this year or early next year, that’s two
out of three – and they are agenda items
likely to get the business dollars flowing.
However, 2018 kicks us back into an
election year and opposition to everything
and anything on either side of the aisle
goes way up. So if they can’t get this done
by early next year, the Republican growth
agenda could become a 2019 event.

June 27 & 28 Central bank rhetoric
takes a hawkish turn
European Central Bank (ECB) President
Mario Draghi implied there is potential for
the ECB to begin a stimulus withdrawal
later this year...

pushed out

Throughout the first half of this year, Mr.
Draghi had resisted calls by government
leaders and other ECB governors –
Germany, notably – to recognize Eurozone
growth and act accordingly via stimulus
withdrawal and/or rate hikes. Now a
different picture is being painted.

Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin
originally predicted a tax reform bill by
early August. That turned to late August.
Then August turned into September. Now,
the party line is by year end.

Bank of England Governor Mark Carney
also caught the markets by surprise by
saying that rates in the U.K. could soon be
headed higher.

The deadline keeps extending... and the
growth agenda is taking longer than
expected. If the GOP can get tax reform
and infrastructure spending implemented

Bank of Canada Governor Stephen Poloz
echoed similar sentiment, reiterating
that the bank may be considering higher
interest rates.

This is one of the big three catalysts
(the other two being tax reform
and infrastructure spending) for the
administration’s growth agenda.

July 9 Tax reform keeps getting
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July 26
And while Federal Reserve Chair Janet
Yellen sounded more dovish than she
had in the recent past regarding inflation,
she still said the Fed was maintaining its
course for four more rate hikes by the
end of 2018, and would soon commence
winding down the balance sheet.
This rhetoric was meant to send a signal
to borrowers that the period of low rates
and easy money may soon be coming to
an end...

June 28 Fed’s stress test passes banks
with flying colors
Thirty-three of 34 banks tested passed
with flying colors. (The exception was
Capital One.) Consequently, buybacks
and dividends were raised across the
board. Investors have been flocking to the
space ever since. Bloomberg estimates
the capital return amount by the banks
being tested to be around $120 billion. To
boot, the expected rise in yields around
global central bank commentary is viewed
positively for the space as it should boost
net interest margins.

Federal Reserve next interest-rate
decision. Rate hike not happening,
but shot for start of balance-sheet
unwind. September more likely.

WATCH
THESE
DATES

July 28
U.S. GDP reported. We’d put money
around 2.3%-2.8%. Tone out of Fed is
back to 2% growth this year.

July 31
Congress deadline ahead of summer
recess. Incentive for GOP senators
on healthcare reform went up after
McConnell threatens to cancel the
first two weeks of August recess.

August 1
Fed’s main inflation gauge (PCE)
released. Oil prices will hold it back,
slight uptick at best.

August 11
Second major inflation gauge
(CPI) released. Again, oil prices will
weigh... best-case scenario is slight
improvement.

June 21 MSCI approves China addition
Global index provider MSCI will add
mainland Chinese stocks to one of its
key benchmarks and could pull more
than $400 billion of funds from asset
managers, pension funds, and insurers
into mainland China’s equity markets over
the next decade.

TUNE IN
Stansberry Newswire,
live every morning
and afternoon, at
8:30am and 4:30 pm.
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WALL
STREET’S
LAST
GREAT
PARTY
BOY
THE DYING ART OF
WINING AND DINING ON
WALL STREET

By Turney
Duff

It’s Friday evening and one of the
last great partiers on Wall Street
has plans to stay in.
The 47-year-old sales trader sits on a black
Fendi Casa sofa while playing Grand
Theft Auto on his Xbox. He’s waiting
for the Chinese food delivery guy in his
2,500-square-foot apartment he bought
nearly a decade ago. After dinner, he plans
to smoke weed, watch something on Netflix,
and be in bed by midnight.
For Brad (not his real name), staying in on the
weekends is part of his business strategy. He
says it’s to recharge – to unwind, if you will.
During the week, he’s out on the town
entertaining clients.
This week, he was out on four of five
weeknights. He said that two of the nights
were tame by Wall Street folklore standards
– he was home by 1 a.m. They were the
typical hug-and-tug business dinners followed
by some minor-league gallivanting. By his
estimation, each night resulted in 100,000
shares of business at $0.02 each – a $2,000
commission. Not bad for a night’s work.
The other two evenings he ended up “playing
through”... which means he never went to
sleep before going straight to work.
The first of the two nights, he ended up at
a roving strip club with two hedge fund
traders and a pocket full of blow. Brad had
received a text message in advance with
the address of the secret location of the
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club. They were set up with a table in the
back and got dances from what he calls
“civilians.” The establishment prides itself on
not hiring professional strippers... It finds
what they call “normal girls” – women with
other professions who dance for extra cash.
Brad’s night, fueled with vodka and cocaine,
produced almost 300,000 shares of business
the next trading day.
On the other night, “it got a little ugly,”
as Brad says. He means it in the best way
possible.
About once a month he attends an
underground party in the basement of a
steakhouse with 10-15 guys. It’s an ultraexclusive invite. The evening’s festivities cost
Brad $10,000 for him and a customer.
This kind of entertaining is reserved for only
his best client... a client who accounts for
25% of his annual commission totals. They
trade together almost every day and Brad
brings home around $200,000 a year by
keeping him happy.

Cleaning Up Wall Street
There are many reasons why this party is so
secret. The biggest is that for decades now,
Wall Street has been trying to “clean up” the
reputation of the industry.
Brad admits that the wining-and-dining
business model is becoming harder and harder
to sustain in today’s environment. The game
has changed, he says – it’s not like it used to
be.
Today, a large portion of the hedge funds
on the Street can’t trade with Brad even if
they wanted to. Many customers on the buy
side have a commission formula already in
place – who and how much gets paid are
predetermined. So a night out on the town
won’t move the needle for those customers.

Their night started off at the restaurant bar
with the other regular Wall Street riffraff.
They sipped scotch and waited. Then one by
one, they were escorted to the basement. The
business was taking precautions to not draw
attention to a herd of guys going somewhere.
Eventually everyone was seated at the table
where they feasted on an epic steak dinner, a
full bar, craps table, DJ, and an assortment of
drugs.
The party had started.
Then the escorts walked in – two girls to
every guy. The clothes came off immediately.
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WALL STREET’S LAST
GREAT PARTY BOY
The first five years of Brad’s career, he worked
at a bulge bracket firm. He was armed with
some of the best research, banking, and
capital on the Street. He also had a generous
corporate card that was rarely scrutinized. It
was easy to do business.

like characters, unprecedented greed, and an
attitude of impunity. Big commission dollars
brought big expense accounts and there was
no limit to the way brokers treated hedge
fund traders. The entertainment was only
limited to the imagination. And it was all
paid for by commission dollars. With $50
million in commissions to give out over the
year, I was very popular. And I had plenty of
new best friends.

Then in the late 90s, he traded all of that in
to work at a direct payout shop... a brokerage
firm that pays sales traders an exact percentage
of their commissions. At the time, small sellside shops would pay someone 40%-50% for
every dollar they brought in.

That is, that’s how it used to be.

Brad’s timing was sublime. It coincided with
both the technology boom and the emergence
of hedge funds. It was an era where hedge
funds would quickly rise to a $2 trillion
dollar plus industry, the remuneration for
hedge fund managers soared into the billions,
and sales traders saw their own wealth grow
beyond imagination.

It was a 2003 outsized bachelor party that
owns a permanent place in Wall Street lore.
It was rumored to have dwarf tossing and
cost $160,000, which was allegedly paid for
by sell-side firms courting a Fidelity trader.
And it was partly the reason Fidelity was fined
$8 million dollars by the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission.

Personally, I was on the other side of some
of Brad’s early trades. I had millions and
millions of unsupervised commission dollars
to hand out. I flew over traffic jams in private
helicopters to the Hamptons and Atlantic
City. I sat in 50-yard-line seats at the Super
Bowl and right behind the dugout at Yankee
playoff games. A broker and I once went to a
World Series game with eight tickets in our
pockets. We used the six extra ones to go
outside to smoke because of the stadium’s “no
reentry” policy. Each cigarette cost us $2,000.

And although the change wasn’t
instantaneous, the bad press marked the
transformation of gift-giving rules on Wall
Street. From that moment forward larger and
more conservative institutions started putting
rules and limits in place on how a client could
be entertained.
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From Blow to Bagels
In hindsight, one seminal event shifted the
landscape of wining and dining forever...

Before the bachelor party, many sell-side
managers were fully complicit. And in some
cases, sales traders were incentivized or
even required to do as much entertaining
as they could. But after the bachelor party,
the corporate card-carrying game took a left

turn. And a lot of the hardcore entertainment
practices had to be taken off the books.
From 2004 to 2008, the number of guys who
could extravagantly entertain clients nearly
shrunk in half. The sales traders at bigger
banks were on a much shorter leash, but men
and woman at lower-tier firms and direct
payout shops like Brad still had carte blanche.
And there were plenty of buy-side traders
willing to partake in some of the good oldfashioned wining and dining.

"

The nights were
filled with secretive,
Gatsby-like characters,
unprecedented greed,
and an attitude
of impunity.
It wasn’t until the financial collapse in 2008
that most hedge funds and mutual funds
started to catch up to and monitor this
type of activity. The buy side moved their
compliance officers from a desk right next to
the back office all the way to a corner office
next to the founding partner. Who and how
much brokers got paid became a major focus.
I recently spoke with the head of a
trading desk for a multibillion-dollar asset
management firm that’s highly respected on
the Street. And he too reiterated the same
changes in the wining and dining of today.
He said he pays for himself every time he goes
out with a broker.
I tried to give him a metaphorical nudge to
the gut suggesting – come on, you can get
away with some things... But he responded:

Not worth it. Today someone on the buy side
who partakes in excessive entertainment could
be risking their job.
In 2017, a lot of the face-to-face meetings
between brokers and clients are on a much
different level. It’s considered to be somewhat
of a plum to be offered a couple of bikes at
SoulCycle or a spot in a CrossFit workout
class. And even more common is a breakfast
meeting in the office. I guess you have to
bond over bagels these days. It’s a tougher gig.
I followed up with Brad a few days later. He
told me he ended up watching a few episodes
of Stranger Things on Friday night. The rest of
his week looked more interesting... plans to
wine and dine at Japanese hot spot Zuma on
Tuesday... Drinks at the luxury Mark Hotel
on Wednesday... And Thursday, he’ll swing by
Beauty and Essex – a speakeasy style lounge
hidden behind a pawn shop.
Brad says he knows he’s on the endangered
species list. But he doesn’t care: “I don’t have
any other skill. I’ll just keep entertaining clients
until I can’t do it anymore.”
Turney Duff is a former trader at one of the
biggest hedge funds in the world, the Galleon
Group, where their founder and several
Galleon employees were found guilty of
insider trading. Turney rose through
the ranks and then fell prey to the
trappings of Wall Street: money, sex,
drugs, alcohol, and power. Turney
chronicles his spectacular rise and
fall in his bestselling book, The Buy
Side; A Wall Street Trader’s Tale of
Spectacular Excess.
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Drink
This
CHOOSE WINE LIKE A SNOB
Decades ago in college, I started conducting wine tastings.
First, to pay for my weekend wine. Then because I found that
I loved teaching.
I’ve shared my love of wine with hundreds, even thousands,
of people. Most of my tastings are informal (though my best
blind tasting, for the senior partners of Goldman Sachs and
Morgan Stanley, is a story for another day).

By Dr. David Eifrig,
owner Eifrig Cellars

But I’m no ordinary wine snob...

Folks get too easily intimidated by wine and
wine shopping, worried that they’ll buy the
wrong wine for the food. So every single time
I conduct a tasting, I start with this simple
thought... my opening line, which is also on
the back of my Eifrig Cabernet label:

If you follow this one rule, you’ll take most
of the worry out of picking a wine. That’s
because all you need to do is “own” your taste
buds. Commit to picking a wine, try it with
a food, and be honest. Does it satisfy, is it
heavenly, or is it just so-so?

“This wine tastes like you imagine it tastes.”

When you blindfold them, most people have
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only a 50-50 chance of telling the difference
between a room-temperature white and a red.
So stop worrying.
Once you recognize it’s your taste buds that
matter, focusing on trying to please ‘em won’t
take that long and you’ll learn how to choose
the perfect wine.
Now I know what you’re thinking... It can’t
really be that simple. But for the most part,
it is.

Basic rules for wine pairing

1
2
3

	Focus on your taste and what you
imagine it tastes like.
	Make a guess as to how much
tannins are in the wine.
Pair sweet with spicy.

Start With Color and Pairing
Red and white wines do come from different
grapes. Red wines tend to be made from
darker grapes. But the real difference is how
they’re pressed...
Wine makers press white wine grapes and the
fermentation commonly excludes the skins.
On the other hand, red wines include skins
with both the pressing and fermentation. (By
the way, most red wine grape juice starts clear,
just like white grapes.)

But even within the red and white families,
there are many types of wine. They vary based
on things known as tannins and acidity.
Tannins are molecules found in grape skins,
seeds, and even the barrels used to age and
store wine.
Tannins are also oral astringents. Astringents
mean they are dry and help clean the palate.
It’s the same reason you enjoy astringent foods
like pickles with meat-heavy sandwiches.
The way astringents work is they break down
some of the lubricating proteins in our saliva
(which is why they taste “dry”). But they also
break down fats, which helps release some of
the flavor. In turn, the fat helps soften some
of the dryness of the wine and helps the fruit
flavors come out.

Then Guess the
Tannins

Common
food and wine
The second rule is uncovering
pairings
the tannins in a wine so you can
pair it with food. Knowing a bit
about these will help you pick
the perfect bottle...

Fish: White

Whites typically don’t contain
much tannins. However, some
whites that age in barrels instead
of stainless steel tanks pick
up low levels of tannins from
the wood. That’s why oaked
chardonnays typically have a
fuller mouthfeel and are a bit
more acidic than unoaked.

Pork: Rosé or
white
Chicken: White
or light red
Pasta:
Light red
Beef: Red
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Drink
This
CHOOSE
WINE
LIKE A
SNOB

And if you pair white wine with fish, a touch
of acid (even if it’s from the wood tannins)
makes the fish taste less “fishy.” That’s because
the acids cause a chemical reaction with
molecules in the fish called amines. The
amines are what make fish smell fishy. Acids
from white wines bring out the other flavors
of the fish as well. And lemon acid does the
same thing... It complements the fish.w
Harvey Steiman, editor at large of Wine
Spectator, recently wrote that a good approach
is to match the acidity of the wine with the
acidity of the dish. That’s because you don’t
want the acidity of the food to overpower the
wine. Acidic wines feel crisp, fresh, and tart.

The best
part of
learning
about
wine is the
trying and
discovering
what you
like!

Remember, white wines can be acidic as well.
Some foods, like chicken and pork, can go
with either white or red depending on how
they’re prepared. Generally, I suggest a white
wine for either, and maybe a rosé or light red,
depending on the overall flavor.
As for red wines, the skins and seeds included
in the pressing and fermentation release even
more tannins into the wines – creating the
color.
Remember that with red wines, the lighter
the wine color, the lower the tannins. That’s
why there’s quite a
spectrum. Fatty
foods like steak
require heavy tannin
reds like cabernets
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and merlots. Meanwhile, light to moderate
fatty foods like salmon or pork can pair well
with a light red like a pinot or Chianti.
Finally, there’s one more rule for simple
pairing... Pair spice with sweet. Sweeter wines,
especially whites like riesling, tend to pair
better with spicier foods.
That’s because sweeter wines help coat your
tongue, which is likely burning from the
spice. Keep in mind, lower alcohol wines, like
riesling and moscato, are also gentler on your
palate as you enjoy spicy foods.
Keep in mind, these are general rules based
on chemistry. You may find varieties of wines
that go better with your meal but break these
rules. Recently an old classmate of mine from
the Kellogg School of Management wrote to
tell me he’d just had my Eifrig Cabernet with
grilled swordfish on the beach. What? Fish
with red wine?
But it was a perfect match... why? The oil and
richness of the fish was complemented by the
perfectly balanced acids and heavy tannins of
the cab.
Remember... The best part of learning about
wine is the trying and discovering what you
like!
The most important thing is that the value
of wine tasting lies with you, the individual
taster. Spending hundreds of dollars on a
“good” bottle of wine doesn’t mean you’ll
enjoy it (unless it’s mine of course).

INTRODUCING THE

The OneBlade® is the closest, most comfortable
shave ever. It’s precision engineered to give a
smooth, irritation free shave - and it’s the easiest
way to shave with a single blade razor.

»

AN EASIER, MORE
INTUITIVE SHAVE

»

Not all single blade razors
are created equal. Many are
intimidating to use for first
timers: causing cuts, nicks and
burns. That’s why we created the
OneBlade®. It’s the easiest way to
begin shaving with a single blade.

»

A BETTER SHAVE THAT
IMPROVES OVERALL SKIN
HEALTH
Multi-blade razors are designed
to shave below the surface of
your skin, pulling hairs up and
cutting them too close. This causes
irritation and ingrown hairs. The
OneBlade® is designed to shave at
the surface of your skin, providing
a close, comfortable, and irritationfree shave.

»

ULTRA SMOOTH AND
2X THICKER
Our single edge blades are twice
as thick as blades that are used
in both multi-blade and single
blade razors, which means they
flex less, they cut cleaner, and they
last longer. Our blades also have
perfect leading edges meaning
that you’ll enjoy consistently
smooth shaves at all times.

»

SAVES YOU MONEY
The OneBlade® is a bigger
investment upfront, but costs
fractions of the price in the long
run as blades can be purchased
for as little as $0.67/ea. Most users
get anywhere from 2-4+ shaves
out of a single blade, meaning
a month’s worth of barbershop
quality shaves will cost you less
than most cartridge refills.

SAFE, FAST AND EASY
TO LOAD
All other single blade razors require
you to unwrap and load thin, sharp
blades while adjusting the razor
head. Not with the OneBlade®.
Blade changes are lightning fast
and dead simple thanks to our
quick-load blade system.

Learn more about OneBlade® and
try this revolutionary shave system
RISK-FREE for 30-days:

www.onebladeshave.com/Stansberry
or call 800-481-1436, Monday through Friday, 9am – 5pm ET.

A Conversation With...

Sara Carter

Award-Winning National Security/War Correspondent

Q: Everyone wants to hear about your
latest bombshell – a breaking story
on whether retaliation from within the
FBI led to the investigation of former
National Security Advisor, Michael Flynn.
Sara Carter: It’s

I

f you’re an investor, you need to
understand the “big picture” of the
market. That’s where politics comes in...

Stansberry Investor Hour host Buck Sexton
spoke with Sara Carter – an awardwinning national security reporter for
Circa News. She is one of the few people
doing original, groundbreaking reporting
that pushes back against the established
media entities and narrative.
She has been breaking stories left and
right on surveillance, the Russia collusion
investigation, and the Deep State. If you’re
interested in what’s real and what’s not,
she is a must-read...
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been a long journey. It all
started out with the leak on Lieutenant
General Michael Flynn when he was the
National Security Advisor for President
Trump... That very short stint he did with
him. And the leaking of his name in a
conversation with Ambassador Kislyak from
Russia.
The story we just broke was whether the FBI
retaliated against Michael Flynn during the
launch of the Russia probe. And what was
so fascinating to me is that from the very
beginning, people would talk about what
happened during the Russia investigation,
particularly with the FBI. And there was a lot
of angst and animosity against former FBI
Director James Comey and particularly even
more so against now-acting FBI Director
Andrew McCabe. One of the things I started
to do was not just look and listen to hearsay
or anonymous sources, because everybody has
their own opinion about things. I wanted to
find documents...

My colleague John Solomon and I went on
a hunt looking for documents that would
back the supporting agent’s case from people
that were involved in the investigation. And
what we discovered was that Michael Flynn
and McCabe had it out several years ago over
Supervisory Special Agent Robyn Gritz.
She was and is still considered by many
to be one of the premier counterterrorism
experts of the U.S. She was at the top of
the hostage rescue team. She worked on the
Robert Levinson case in Iran. She’s worked on
numerous other cases, including Daniel Pearl.
But she butted heads with now-FBI Director
Andrew McCabe – she filed a sexual
discrimination lawsuit against the FBI.
McCabe and others went after her, while
Michael Flynn came to her defense and so did
many other people like Rear Admiral Brian
Losey, who was then Head of Naval Warfare
group. She had a slew of people backing her
up. But she ended up leaving the FBI.
Believe it or not, she ended up working at
Macy’s for a few years at the makeup counter
because she couldn’t get a job. She felt that
McCabe and others had basically put the
kibosh on her. Her EEOC case against the
FBI is still ongoing.
Now she’s back working in another capacity
as an expert in terrorism. But when we started
to uncover these documents, we realized that
Michael Flynn’s intervention on her behalf
really rubbed McCabe the wrong way. He
went after him. In fact, the FBI went so far
as to try to stop his actual testimony that he
was giving on behalf of Robyn Gritz. At the

time, he was head of the Defense Intelligence
Agency. He wrote this commendable letter for
her on his letterhead and it appears by all the
people that we’ve spoken to that this is when
Andrew McCabe really had it out for Michael
Flynn.
Fast-forward, we have Andy McCabe who’s
in charge of the Russia investigation. We’re
also breaking a number of stories regarding
his role with that in the upcoming weeks. But
we have Andrew McCabe, and now he sees
Michael Flynn in his line of sight...

“

What we can see is a very politicized
bureaucratic – some people have it
called it the swamp at work here in
Washington, D.C.

We documented this with facts and with
testimony given on behalf of Gritz and others.
In fact, we interviewed Gritz. She hadn’t
done an interview in quite a while. We also
spoke with Rear Admiral Losey who backed
everything he said about her. And what we
can see is a very politicized bureaucratic –
some people have it called it the swamp at
work here in Washington, D.C.
Q: I know you’ve been on the Sean
Hannity Show a lot, both radio and
TV, with the stories that you and John
Solomon have been breaking. Tell us
a bit about what your role has been
in bringing to light the allegations of
surveillance done for political reasons
while President Obama was still in
office.
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A CONVERSATION WITH...

“

Sara Carter

Sara Carter::

I feel grateful that that I could get
these stories out there to the American public
because I feel they are vitally important to our
liberties, to our Fourth Amendment rights
and to the foundation of our country.

Obama administration, journalists... There
was a loophole that allowed the FBI, under
certain conditions and with no warrant, to
look at communications that journalists had
with their sources.

Once again, the stories are based on
documented fact. We obtained documents
that were pretty much buried... nobody
paid attention to them... from the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC), which
openly chided the Obama administration for
basically illegal surveillance.

This was incredible to me because you have
the FISC Court, which pretty much says
yes to everything that comes across their
desk for a warrant. But requesters have to
fill out 80 pages worth of paperwork. This
is a very intense thing when you’re trying to
get a warrant to surveil someone. But what
happened was the FISC Court couldn’t do
everything. So they kind of gave oversight to
the agencies themselves...

Going back to the FBI, it was illegally sharing
our espionage data on Americans with
unauthorized actors – third parties, forbidden
parties, and contractors.

What we've seen is that there
was, in a sense, political
espionage.
There were hundreds of cases of warrantless
surveillance where the FBI was basically able
to glean information from people that you
would’ve thought was protected under your
Fourth Amendment rights. Let me give you a
couple of examples...
Private conversations between your attorney
and you. There were cases where the FBI
went in and they obtained and listened in to
private privileged client-attorney relations,
which you would’ve thought would’ve been
completely secured.
Priests; priests were also there. And another
interesting factor that we saw under the
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What they came back with was complete
disregard for the rules. They said there was
inadequate training and there was deficient
oversight, sharing spy data with forbidden
parties. And remember, James Comey testified
to lawmakers and told them that they only
use sensitive espionage data that was gathered
about Americans without a warrant when
it was overseen and checked. And what the
FISC Court found out was that that was not
the case at all.
We were also able to uncover that Obama
relaxed the laws on the National Security
Agency for searches... That they were
searching much more than we ever thought.
From 2011 until the time of the election,
those searches increased by over 350%...
That’s overseas searches on Americans
talking to foreigners overseas. And so those
“unmaskings” also increased, particularly from
November through December. Not only did
we see searches on upstream Internet data on

Americans inside the
NSA increasing, but
we also saw unmasking
of Americans increase
exponentially. And
very curiously, from
November through
December after the
election... so after
President Trump had
won.

Sara Carter is a National
Correspondent for Circa News.
You can see her work at
circa.com or on Twitter,
@SaraCarterDC.

to get our hands on
those exact transcripts
of conversations is very
impossible.

So we tried to do our
best to tell the stories
without violating any of
those classified norms
and without breaking
Like American Consequences,
the law. But what we
it’s 100% free. Each week, you’ll
know based on our
receive new show updates,
And that led to other
research and based
previews, and access to
stories where we
on all the evidence,
transcripts and show notes.
discovered that John
it appears that, yes,
Whether it’s about investing...
Brennan, Samantha
there were people using
business... politics... or a
Power, Susan Rice,
intelligence and have
controversial social issue... you’ll
and others within the
used the intelligence
get the unfiltered information
administration were
from behind the scenes.
that they intercepted.
unmasking Americans
Methods that we
unlike anything we had
entrusted our agencies
ever seen in the past.
so that they could
And I think those stories were eye-opening.
capture terrorists, not politicians.
They revealed what was happening inside the
And what we’ve seen is that there was, in a
United States and in the bureaucracy, and
sense, political espionage. Those leaks were
they raised a lot of questions, such as: “Has
our intelligence community been politicized?” definitely political. They had a purpose. In
fact, Michael Flynn is one example of that –
Q: What do you say to people when they the leaking of his name in that conversation
ask you if there is a Deep State, whether with Ambassador Kislyak. What happened
there was a felony.
small or large, but a Deep State faction
For the full interview between
Buck and Sara, click here to
sign up for the Stansberry
Investor Hour notification list

that is trying to oppose the president of
the United States, his agenda, and his
administration?
Sara Carter: I

think there is enough evidence
to support that there are people within the
previous administration that were politicizing
intelligence and were seeking this intelligence.
Remember, a lot of this is classified. For us

And I can tell you this... There were very
few people that had access to those exact
transcripts between Kislyak and Flynn. And
that would’ve been people within the FBI and
at the Department of Justice. But it was a very
small number, and what I can say is it was
under 10 people. If they really wanted to find
out who leaked it, I’m sure they could.
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THE NEW MANIA IN
CRYPTOCURRENCY

CRYPTOPEAK?
From exotic dancers to
hedge fund managers,
they’re all getting into
the same trade
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We talked to the crypto experts and investors...

A MANIA PRICE
EXPLOSION
Goldman Sachs alum
Raoul Pal dumped his
bitcoin position for 7.5
times his money.
PAGE 32

'YOU WANT
WINNERS?'

Tama Churchouse
predicts the crypto
bubble is just
getting started.
PAGE 38

THE NEW
E-MAIL

Teeka Tiwari says
bitcoin is the new
e-mail... and it's been
‘dead’ 129 times before.
PAGE 44

+ PLUS
HOW TO VANISH WITH
$1 MILLION: Financial analyst Greg
Wilson reveals the easiest way to
move $1 million anonymously and
securely on page 50.
THE BARE FACTS: And in Las
Vegas, Todd Prince talks with
the world’s first crypto strip club.
(Photos on page 52.)
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BITCOIN’S
PRICE
EXPLOSION IS
A MANIA
We’ve seen this move in Bitcoin
before... Get out while you can.

I

nvestors are watching in awe
as bitcoin takes off exponentially yet again...
I bought bitcoin at $200 a few years back.
It is one of the best trades in the history of
Global Macro Investor, if not THE best trade...
But today, I’m warning investors to stay away.
Bitcoin, and cryptocurrencies in general, are
exhibiting all the classic signs of a blow-off
top.
In fact, I sold all my bitcoins a few weeks
ago...
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By Raoul Pal

When I first looked at the crypto space, I
thought that bitcoin would be the winner
and that its blockchain technology would
essentially be the Internet of finance over
time. As I said in 2013:
It’s either worth zero or it’s worth a truly
outstanding amount of money.
The price of bitcoin then looked similar to the
price of gold back in the 1950s to 1980s. I
even did some “back of the envelope” analysis
comparing the cryptocurrency with gold –
showing that the relative value of a single
bitcoin could be worth as much as $1 million.
Today, that no longer looks true.
Instead, bitcoin appears to be a very clever
invention that can be copied, tweaked, and
changed infinitely. Essentially, what we have
created is a commodity in blockchain, some
better than others.
This makes me think it’s more like cloud
computing or broadband than an equity
or asset. The value of blockchains should
converge to near zero, with some better than
others and able to offer premium value.

What we have
created is a
commodity in
blockchain, some
better than others.
prices. The price will therefore most likely
be deflationary and should trend lower
as the value of somewhat interchangeable
blockchains go to zero.
Though its relative value may remain elevated,
it is far, far from a sure bet that it goes
up further or stays up. Most of the other
cryptocurrencies will go to zero, but not all of
them for similar reasons.
This is a bubble. I’ve lived many before.
Passionate believers will hate you because they
are emotionally involved in an investment.
It has made many, many people very rich
from a very small base. No one believes that
blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies
are possible commodities with infinite supply.
Just because one has the largest market cap,

Bitcoin’s sheer size means that it will likely
not be worth zero, but maybe should trade
at a utility cost over the U.S. dollar, i.e. as a
spread. It will likely be anchored to a currency
via the relative valuation of assets.
Basically, if a slot on the blockchain is too
expensive, people will use another.
This sort of bitcoin protocol is not
deflationary as the hard-currency believers
dream – i.e., it goes up every year. It has
a marginal utility that declines at higher
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BITCOIN’S PRICE EXPLOSION IS A MANIA
doesn’t make it the winner.
I think cryptocurrencies will all eventually go
down for a long, long time. Again, I am not
necessarily calling a top in bitcoin, although
it seems likely. I am just taking profits because
the reasons I fell in love with bitcoin have
disappeared.
The real riches are going to be made from
blockchain applications, not blockchain
owners or even blockchain mining.
When I have written about bitcoin in the
past, I held some core beliefs:
• Bitcoin is a store of value.
• Bitcoin was going to develop a killer
app.
• Blockchain technology was the true
revolution.
However, things have begun to move away
from that script...

NO LONGER A STEADY
STORE OF VALUE
One feature that attracted me to bitcoin was
its scarcity.

Bitcoin, and
the underlying
blockchain
technology, was a
solution looking for a
problem, it seems.
out of the ground as the low-hanging fruit has
been taken and more technology and money
is needed to do so. Gold requires higher prices
for the remaining reserves to be mined.
For example, look at the move in gold
as President Richard Nixon left the gold
standard. Gold suddenly had real value in
an inflationary world... It exploded higher,
further than anyone could forecast. There is
only so much gold in the world, and people
were desperate for it as a store of value.
Bitcoin was a similar store of value. There are
only ever supposed to be 21 million of them.
No more were ever supposed to be created,
which was part of the genius of the design.
But today, there is a debate about changing
this. Some in the bitcoin community are
contemplating a way to split bitcoins in two,
allowing for the creation of more bitcoins.

When I bought bitcoin, about 55% of
all bitcoins in existence had already been
“mined.” Mining is the process of bitcoin
creation that takes truly enormous computing
power and gets more and more difficult to do
as fewer and fewer are left to be mined.

The debate continues to rage on, with a
number of alternatives discussed, from
“hard fork” to “soft fork” and “Segregated
Witness”... the details of which are too
convoluted to go into here. All I know is
that a change is likely to come... somewhere,
somehow...

Similarly, an estimated 65% of the world’s
gold reserves have also already been mined.
Gold becomes more and more difficult to get

Without going into the complex technical
details, the point I want to raise is that if the
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core developers are talking about changing the
code for how bitcoin works or talking about
creating another kind of bitcoin altogether,
then it cannot be deemed an irrefutable store
of value. They are even talking about making
it easier to change these rules.
Something that is an irrefutable store of value
cannot be changed – such as gold.
The question has to be asked – what if
developers decide in the future to allow the
total number of bitcoins to expand? I know
that seems unfeasible now, but these debates
have meant that anything is now possible, if
improbable.
That, to me, destroys the store-of-value
argument.

THE ‘KILLER APP’
ISN’T COMING

immutable, distributed ledger, but is it not
the solution people were looking for? They
wanted a virtually free way to transfer money
instantaneously without a middleman.
India solved that. Bitcoin, and the underlying
blockchain technology, was a solution looking
for a problem, it seems.
The dinosaur that was to be disrupted –
credit-card company Visa (V) – actually beat
everyone to their own demise by launching
its own blockchain for business-to-business
payments. It seems that the killer app from
bitcoin failed to kill anyone.
I also envisaged that the futures exchanges,
derivative settlement systems, and custody
systems were going to find the use of bitcoin
blockchain technology incredibly helpful.
However, what has transpired is that these key
parts of the global financial infrastructure are
now using private blockchains...

Much has been said by bitcoin lovers about
the “killer app” that is likely to come out
of payment processing – disrupting vastly
inefficient, costly businesses such as the
world’s largest money-transfer company
Western Union (WU), as well as debit cards,
credit cards, and the SWIFT international
payment system.

The incumbent businesses saw very quickly
how disruptive blockchain technology was,
and they acted immediately to develop it
themselves to avoid being assigned to the
dustbin. They have proven more adaptable
than anyone deemed possible. Bitcoin has
killed no one so far. Blockchain technology
will make adaptable businesses stronger.

It has been several years since all this talk
started, and we still have no killer app.

This makes me think that the bitcoin killer
app is never coming. It is all hopes and
dreams.

Meanwhile, in India, a mobile app called the
Bharat Interface for Money (“BHIM”) and
others using the nation’s Unified Payment
Interface (“UPI”) have enrolled nearly a
billion people and can process payments 50
times faster than bitcoin. Sure, it’s not an
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THE BLOCKCHAIN
REVOLUTION IS TURNING
PRIVATE
Recently, I spoke with one of the key players
in the bitcoin industry... He is one of the
owners and founders of a bitcoin exchange
and has been instrumental in introducing me
to other giants in the bitcoin world.
His exchange was probably the best
positioned of any in the world to capture
institutional business. That business was
extremely slow to come. His focus has now
shifted to private blockchains and away from
bitcoin. The old startup pivot...
This was my biggest fear with bitcoin – that
the bitcoin blockchain would be replicated
by others, improved upon or tweaked for
different purposes.
The rise of alternate cryptocurrencies like
Ethereum and Ripple is essentially this fear
coming true. But the real revolution is how
many private blockchains are being developed
with no need for a token or tokenization such
as bitcoin. Or, if they do use tokens, they
have no tradeable value outside of the system
as that is superfluous to the needs of the users
in these cases.
I see this trend everywhere, from banking and
custody systems to Visa. It will appear in the
accounting industry, the legal industry (smart
contracts), the trade-finance industry, the
insurance industry, and everywhere else where
a distributed ledger and recorded ownership is
desperately needed.
Corporations around the world have fallen
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in love with blockchain, just not the bitcoin
blockchain. It is not in their interests to have
a public ledger.
Again, bitcoin seems to be a solution
looking for a problem. I know of almost no
corporation or large institution that needs,
or even desires, a public ledger. The level
of security of a giant public ledger is of no
concern to, let’s say, a group of a dozen
insurance companies using a blockchain
amongst themselves for insurance contracts.
This would easily be secure enough for their
needs.
Blockchain technology is going from strength
to strength, but the bitcoin blockchain is
languishing in the land of Chinese miners,
retail investors, and dreamers.
This is not the bitcoin I wanted or envisaged.
Sure, bitcoin will keep going. And it may go
up in price more, maybe a lot more. There
will be some amazing applications. Some old
giants will be killed. But I now doubt that
any of it will meet the dreams we all had
for bitcoin. It is not going to disrupt at the
massive scale we all bought into.
Blockchain technology, however, will do that
and more...
I’m happy to take my money off the table for
now and see how it develops. I have made
7.5 times my investment. It’s been a colossal
home run, but I don’t want to overstay my
welcome now that my dreams have been
broken.
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‘YOU WANT
WINNERS?’
A story of rampant
speculation...

T

he dot-com bubble
was one of the most extreme speculative
events in recent history.
At its crescendo in March 2000, it was
premised upon the prospects of the radical
changes the Internet would bring to everything
– from how we do business, to how we
consume, to how we live. Many of those
prospects (and more) have since come to pass.
But at its height, the bubble was driven by
pure speculative short-term greed – like most
bubbles.
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By Tama Churchouse

Investors flocked to technology initial public
offerings (IPOs) that were backed by little
more than PowerPoint presentations and
flimsy business models. There was no need for
the simplicities of, say, “revenue” – let alone
“profit.”
For years, these dot-com IPOs were great for
quick returns. Who needs fundamentals when
you can flip a stock for 50% more than you
paid a couple months earlier?
That is, until it ends.
Today, whenever I sense the potential for
bullish enthusiasm to override basic common
sense, I think about this quote from equitymarket pundit Jim Cramer, made during
the Internet and Electronic Commerce
Conference and Exposition on February 29,
2000...
You want winners? You want me to put
my Cramer Berkowitz hedge fund hat on
and just discuss what my fund is buying
today to try to make money tomorrow
and the next day and the next? You want
my top 10 stocks for who is going to make
it in the New World? You know what? I
am going to give them to you. Right here.
Right now.
OK. Here goes. Write them down – no
handouts here!: 724 Solutions (SVNX),
Ariba (ARBA), Digital Island (ISLD),
Exodus ( EXDS), InfoSpace.com (INSP),
Inktomi (INKT), Mercury Interactive
(MERQ), Sonera (SNRA), VeriSign
(VRSN) and Veritas Software (VRTS).
Sadly, Jim’s hedge-fund hat got blown away
just 10 days after he made this keynote

Who needs
fundamentals when
you can flip a stock
for 50% more than
you paid a couple
months earlier?
speech. On March 10, 2000, the Nasdaq
technology index peaked at 5,132.52... and
then collapsed...
The tech-heavy Nasdaq Composite equity
index fell by 78% in the following 30
months. Most of Jim’s “winners” were
consigned to the dot-com bubble dustbin.

A NEW BUBBLE FORMING
Today, there is a speculative frenzy occurring
that echoes many characteristics of the dotcom bubble.
We have transformative, game-changing
technological promises that have the capacity
to not only reinvent existing business models,
but completely upend traditional capital
markets and business structures as we know
them.
And alongside these promises, we have an
army of speculators throwing money at
businesses which, for the majority at least,
will likely no longer exist a few years from
now.
I’m talking about blockchains,
cryptocurrencies, and “initial coin offerings”
(ICOs).
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‘YOU WANT WINNERS?’
Why are people flocking to this space?
Because some of the gains offered are
astronomical, and are unlike what you can get
in traditional capital markets...
If you stop an average person in the street
and ask them about cryptocurrencies, they’ll
probably say “Bitcoin” and not much else.
But Bitcoin is just the “proof of concept.”
There are hundreds of different
cryptocurrencies currently traded in the
market. The total market capitalization of the
entire cryptocurrency space is around $100
billion. Bitcoin is about 40% of that.
The market is still heavily dominated though
by the current big three – Bitcoin, Ethereum
and Ripple (a fintech blockchain for low-cost,
fast, and secure international payments for
banks and financial institutions).

ICOS AND INSANE RETURNS
Ripple has grown 20-fold... in the past few
months.
Ethereum, the current number two, is up
more than 30-fold in six months. An $11,000
investment in January would now be worth
half a million dollars.
There are plenty of other examples. Fourth on
the list, Litecoin, is up more than 10-fold in
the past six months.
Or take Bitshares (around the bottom of
the top-10 cryptocurrencies by market cap).
Bitshares was created by Dan Larimer, whom
I was fortunate enough to catch up with at
Consensus, the blockchain conference, in
New York in May.
A few months ago, Bitshares had a market cap

Why are people
flocking to this
space? Because
some of the
gains offered are
astronomical, and
are unlike what you
can get in traditional
capital markets...
Dan Larimer (left), founder of
Bitshares, and Tama Churchouse
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of around $15 million. When I spoke to Dan,
it was around $150 million. And today it’s
well over $500 million.
Crazy returns. And what’s more, these
cryptocurrencies are liquid and tradeable for
the everyday investor.
A good friend of mine is still wincing
after he sold 300,000 ether (the Ethereum
cryptocurrency) in January for around $2.5
million. Had he waited until today, it would
be worth nearly $100 million.
These are cryptocurrencies that have been
around a while. But there’s a huge amount
of money now looking for the next 30- or
100-bagger. And that money is pouring into
ICOs.
ICOs are a relatively new form of financing
for cryptocurrency startup firms. It’s like
crowdfunding. The company will typically
write a white paper outlining its project, along
with the general terms of the ICO. Early
investors can then put money into the ICO
and be issued cryptocurrency tokens which can
then be traded in the secondary market.

OBSERVATIONS FROM THE
FRONT LINE
Having participated in a few ICOs of late, I’ll
share some observations.
Most crypto companies have open forums for
their “investors” to communicate. They use
messaging applications like Slack or Telegram.
So you can see what the general “investor”
base is like by keeping an eye on these message
groups, which can have thousands of people.

There are a huge number of people who quite
simply couldn’t care less about the technology,
white paper, team, management, or anything
technical at all. They are simply looking
to buy tokens at the ICOs and flip them
immediately for profit.
By my estimate, nearly two-thirds of the
inquiries on these community channels are
either related to the ICO terms (i.e., What is
this? How do I buy it?), or asking when the
particular cryptocurrency will be listed on an
exchange (i.e., How quickly can I cash out?).
This is pure, unfettered speculation. It’s
gambling, nothing more. And it’s not
sustainable in the long run.
Now, I’m not saying that nobody is looking
at proper business cases and asking the right
questions. I’m just observing that hundreds
of millions of dollars are pouring into a very,
very wide range of ideas (many that exist
solely in a white paper) right now.
These kinds of capital raises also represent a
massive mismatch of capital versus quality.
Typically, with an unproven business model
(i.e., little more than a white paper), you
would be able to raise angel or venture
capital (VC), or seed money... a few hundred
thousand dollars perhaps.
But now, these same companies, because they
are focused on blockchains, are raising tens
of millions of dollars or more. In traditional
venture capital, these kinds of sums are
reserved for proven, fast-growing, and
revenue-generating operational businesses.
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THERE WILL BE BLOOD...
AT SOME STAGE
It doesn’t take a genius to realize that huge
sums of capital will be squandered during this
speculative boom.
Some blockchain companies may become the
next Apple or Microsoft... but most will likely
become the next Infospace.com. (Infospace.
com, one of Jim Cramer’s “winners,” peaked at
$1,305 a share shortly after his February 2000
keynote. By June 2002 it was trading at $2.67.)
Also, there isn’t much in the way of regulatory
clarity on many of these cryptocurrencies.
The cryptocurrency industry is now
discouraging use of the term “ICO” because
of the clear stock market connotations.
Because of the lack of regulatory oversight,
coupled with speculative mania, I suspect
it’s only a matter of time before we witness a
large-scale incident of fraud (at which point
the same ICO punters will probably go crying
to the regulators demanding retribution).

Now when it comes to legal, plenty of
companies do adopt best legal practices,
spending a lot of time and money to do so.
But plenty do not. And when investors are
simply focused on “when’s the ICO?” and
“how soon can I dump it afterwards?” then I
think you’ll agree that there are incentives for
bad actors to take advantage.
Regardless of the incredible volatility and
wild-west nature of this space, I still believe
that if you have a little speculative itch in you,
then you should get some cryptocurrencies
under your belt.
You see, $100 billion is a drop in the ocean of
what cryptocurrencies will one day be worth.
You just need to proceed very, very carefully.
And “invest” no more than you can absolutely
afford to lose.
Illustration: Bridgette Jester

To provide some perspective here, when Snap
(the company behind social media platform
Snapchat) went public earlier this year, the
Form S-1 registration statement filed with the
SEC was approximately 120,000 words long,
outlining in great detail everything from use
of proceeds, to underwriting, related persons,
management... you name it.
Bancor, on the other hand, a cryptocurrency
which recently pulled in $150 million in an
ICO, did so on the back of a 13-page white
paper (I read it – one of those 13 pages is the
cover, and one is the table of contents).
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It doesn’t take a genius to
realize that huge sums of
capital will be squandered
during this speculative boom.
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THE NEW
E-MAIL
Quietly duplicating a trade that
changed 400 years of history in
four hours... and why its death
has been predicted 129 times
already

O

n a cold and
rainy day in October 1971, Ray Tomlinson
sent the first-ever e-mail.
At the time, he didn’t think much of it.
Nobody told him to do it... He just thought
it was neat.
Tomlinson was a programmer working on a
secret government project called ARPANET...
a network of computers that could “talk” to
one another.
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By Teeka Tiwari

It took two years before people realized just
how powerful Tomlinson’s invention was. By
then, e-mail had gone from virtually nothing
to 75% of all ARPANET traffic.

We are on the brink
of a budding new
technology trend
that is on the same
scale as e-mail
and the Internet –
possibly bigger.

Today, 2.5 million e-mails per second are sent
on ARPANET’s successor – the Internet.
More than four decades after Tomlinson’s
invention, e-mail is still the single most-used
application on the Internet. It was crucial to
the growth of the web.
In the early days of the Internet, e-mail was
the primary draw for users. There was no
YouTube, Google, or iTunes Store.
E-mail birthed some of the earliest Internet
success stories... Pioneering online-service
providers like Prodigy, CompuServe, and
America Online were all built on providing
convenient e-mail access.
E-mail has been called a “disruptive
technology.” Its use is so widespread that
it’s putting the U.S. Postal Service out of
business... E-mail has contributed to a 35%
drop in first-class mail over the past decade.
Early investors in e-mail support technology
got rich, turning tiny investments into
millions and millions of dollars today.
It’s easy for us to dream what it would have
been like to make that sort of fortune from an
investment. If we had the right information
back in the 1980s and 1990s, would we have
invested? Would we have committed those
dollars?
Today, we are on the brink of a budding new
technology trend that is on the same scale
as e-mail and the Internet – possibly bigger.

But this one will revolutionize the way we
transact and do business... in the way e-mail
revolutionized communication.
It’s happening right now with only a few
people watching...

A NEW REVOLUTION
IN TRADE
On September 7, Barclays facilitated a
$100,000 trade of cheese and butter between
Irish food company Ornua and the Seychelles
Trading Company.
This small trade will be just as revolutionary
as the first e-mail sent.
Here’s why...
When two companies in different countries
want to buy and sell from each other, they
use a bank to guarantee the transaction... It’s
called “trade finance.”
According to consulting giant McKinsey,
about $2 trillion is conducted in trade finance
each year.
For more than 400 years, trade finance hasn’t
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changed much. Banks act as intermediaries
between trading partners. They use letters of
credit to guarantee everyone gets paid. Part of
the due-diligence process has always involved
collecting a mass of paperwork.
Both sides have to prove that they truly own
what they say they own. They also have to
prove that the goods they are selling are of
the size, quality, and quantity that the bank is
guaranteeing.
As you can imagine, trade finance involves
sending mounds of paperwork across oceans.
Missing a signature? Sorry, please resend
the package. It’s a time-consuming process
desperately in need of change.
Even in today’s digital age, it takes 10 days
on average just to handle the paperwork.
Sometimes, it can take up to a month.
But all of that just changed on September 7.
That $100,000 trade for butter and cheese
concluded in less than four hours. That’s a
huge time-saver that will significantly reduce
the price of international trade.
Here’s how the deal was done...
Barclays Bank used a new technology called
the “blockchain” to transact the trade.
The blockchain is a digital ledger that is
tamper-proof. No single party has the power
to change the records. Instead of sitting
in one central location, the ledger lives on
thousands of computers that automatically
update.
The blockchain also has a built-in electronic
record-keeping and transaction system.
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I predict that in a
few short years,
most international
trade will be
conducted through a
blockchain... just like
most of the world’s
communication is
done via e-mail.
Both trade parties are able to track all
documentation via a secure network. That
means no third-party verification is required.
Barclays’ global head of trade and working
capital, Baihas Baghdadi, said that the
blockchain will be a game changer:
We’ve proved the reality of this technology
and the client, Ornua, has asked us when
they can do the next transaction in this
way, which proves how user-friendly the
entire process was.
Think about that for a second...
Trade finance hasn’t changed since the 1600s.
More than $2 trillion a year is conducted via
trade finance, and it’s still done with bits of
paper flying across the world’s oceans.
The first-ever trade deal done exclusively on
the blockchain is as big as Ray Tomlinson’s
first e-mail.

A WHOLE NEW WAY TO
DO BUSINESS
I predict that in a few short years, most
international trade will be conducted through
a blockchain... just like most of the world’s
communication is done via e-mail.
But the blockchain won’t only change
trade... Think about real estate. Real estate
transactions have been done basically the
same way since the Middle Ages. It’s a
cumbersome, paperwork-heavy process that
takes months.
In a few years, the blockchain will allow you
to qualify for a loan, conduct a title search,
and close on a house in a single day. It’s not
that far off.
It’s not every day you get to see a lifechanging trend happen right before your eyes.
In a few short years, the word “blockchain”
will be as commonplace as e-mail. And it will
spawn entire new industries.
Barclays has proven the blockchain works to
conduct business... And it won’t take long
before this technology becomes widespread.
Remember, e-mail took off just two years
after its first use.
But here’s the thing... The technology is run
using cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin.
You can use cryptocurrencies to protect
your wealth and privacy... But they also act
as “shares” in the burgeoning blockchain
industry.
As more people use the blockchain, these
“shares” increase in price. Unlike hedge funds

that require you to be an accredited investor
(with a net worth of more than $1 million),
you can buy “shares” in a blockchain’s
technology by purchasing its cryptocurrency.
Of course, that doesn’t mean buying bitcoin is
an easy trade... or one for your rent money.

BITCOIN HAS BEEN CALLED
‘DEAD’ 129 TIMES
On June 20, 2011, Forbes wrote “So, That’s
the End of Bitcoin Then.”
On January 16, 2015, USA Today wrote
“Bitcoin Is Headed to the ‘Ash Heap.’”
On May 5, 2017, The Daily Reckoning wrote
“The Death of Bitcoin.”
Since 2011, bitcoin has been declared
dead at least 129 times. Newsletter writers,
journalists, and academics have called it a
“Ponzi scheme.”
Others like the idea in theory but have
doubts. They are convinced the government
will shut down bitcoin and render it
worthless. If it were 2013, I would have
agreed with them.
From 2009-13, bitcoin rallied from a fraction
of a penny to more than $1,100... and then
spectacularly crashed 85% to $185. It looked
like a classic “pump and dump” to me. That’s
why I ignored it.
But then something very interesting
happened. Instead of collapsing back to
pennies, bitcoin found support in the $200
range. Even after the bubble popped, bitcoin
was still worth billions.
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This intrigued me because true Ponzi schemes
have zero value when they crash.
The fact that bitcoin was still attracting buyers
even after the onslaught of negative news... an
85% price crash... and universal scorn... said
something to me.
It said that maybe this asset had real value.
At the very least, it told me that more
investigation was needed.

LESSONS FROM THE
DOT-COM BUBBLE
I’ve seen skepticism like this before...
Back in May 1997, Amazon went public at
the split equivalent of $1.30.
Amazon shot up to $113 during the dotcom bubble of the 1990s. When the bubble
popped, Amazon crashed 94%, to the split
equivalent of $5.97.
But again, something interesting happened...
In the depths of the dot-com hatred, Amazon
started quietly climbing in price. Back then,
I made the mistake of dismissing this action.
My error was buying into the prevailing
belief that dot-com stocks were dumb and
worthless. I listened to the narrative instead
of digging deeper into the Amazon story. That
was a mistake of lazy thinking.
So when I saw the same thing happen with
bitcoin, I decided to do something different.
Instead of listening to the skeptics, I asked
myself: “Why are people still buying this
supposedly worthless asset?”
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That’s when I did a deep dive into bitcoin.
I traveled all over the world interviewing
experts, development teams, and venture
capitalists. I wanted to understand why
bitcoin had value.

EVEN GOVERNMENTS ARE
EMBRACING BITCOIN
Just as important, I wanted to know what
would stop the U.S. government from
banning it.
How would the currency outgrow its
widespread reputation as a form of “black
money” used by criminals?
What I found out was this: At its core, bitcoin
is just a way to send and receive value without
the need for a trusted middleman.
Bitcoin has no central location. That
means no government (including the U.S.
government) can ever shut it down.
In fact, several countries have already tried to
ban bitcoin and found that it was impossible.
At least two of them (Russia and India) have
decided to recognize bitcoin as money.
Governments are realizing that it’s better to
have a hand in how bitcoin is shaped and

Bitcoin was still
attracting buyers
even after the
onslaught of
negative news... an
85% price crash... and
universal scorn...

regulated than try to destroy it (which they
can’t).
Think back to when the U.S. government finally
realized that prohibition was unenforceable.
Better to regulate alcohol and tax it.

WHERE’S THE
FUTURE VALUE?
The real strength of bitcoin is the underlying
network of highly secure computers that
support it (called the blockchain).
This is where much of the value creation will
come from.
As I write, software developers across the
world are building applications designed to
piggyback off this network.
Over the next three years, we’ll begin to see a
slew of new applications emerge for bitcoin
and the network that supports it. They will
support everything from asset tracking to
recording land registries. And much more
that we can’t even think of yet.

Bitcoin has rocketed
from a low of 75
cents to more than
$3,000 at its height
– an astronomical
400,000% gain.
“reserve currency” of all cryptocurrencies...
As the values of other fiat currencies are
measured against the reserve currency of the
dollar, the values of other cryptocurrencies are
measured against bitcoin.
You can’t swap your dollars, euro, or yen
directly to buy other cryptocurrencies.
Often, you need to first swap your dollars for
bitcoins… and then exchange your bitcoins
for other cryptocurrencies.
Bitcoin’s “reserve” status means it deserves a
home in your portfolio.

That’s why bitcoin will continue to grow in
value.
Since those obituaries started popping up in
2011, bitcoin has rocketed from a low of 75
cents to more than $3,000 at its height – an
astronomical 400,000% gain.
The next time you find yourself being scared
out of owning bitcoin by a negative article,
do yourself a favor... Read the last 129 times
bitcoin was declared dead.
And finally, consider that bitcoin is like the

Lee Judge Editorial Cartoon used with permission of Lee Judge and
the Cartoonist Group. All rights reserved.
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VANISH WITH $1 MILLION

If you had to flee today, here’s how to take your assets with you.

T

hey sewed little pieces of gold into their
socks so they could pay for food...
The year was 1938. The Kristallnacht
pogrom raged through the Jewish
ghettoes of Germany. Dozens of Jews
were killed. Thousands more were sent to
Nazi concentration camps.
Five days after the massacre, Jewish leaders
in Britain appealed to their government to
rescue children orphaned by the massacre.
The British government responded.
It eased immigration restrictions to
admit Jewish children from Germany,
Austria, and other countries under
Nazi occupation. They were smuggled
out via train and boat. It was called
Kindertransport (children transport). All
told, nearly 10,000 children escaped Nazi
occupation under the plan.
They couldn’t take much with them when
they fled. Yet they still needed money to
pay for essentials once they arrived to
safety in Britain.
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Leo Metzstein was a survivor of the
scheme. He said some of the kids came
up with an ingenious plan... “Lots of the
children had little bits of gold sewn into
their socks and hidden inside their shoes
so they could eat when they got to
England.”
A few gold bits were sufficient for the
Jewish children to buy food.
But what if you had to flee a repressive
government (or for any other reason) and
wanted to take your entire life savings with
you? How would you do it? Would you be
able to sew it all into your clothes?

WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO
FLEE WITH $1 MILLION?
Let’s say you had $1 million in assets and
needed to get out of Dodge right away.
Would you have time to convert your life
savings into gold or cash before you fled?
For the sake of argument, let’s say you

By Greg Wilson

had $1 million in gold hidden in a safe on
your property. The Feds are en route to
your home. And they plan to confiscate
whatever they find of value.
Could you sew all that gold into your
clothes... like the Jewish children fleeing
Nazi repression did? That’s just not
practical...
Remember the crook who stole a bucket
of gold flakes from an unlocked armored
truck in New York? The bucket was worth
$1.6 million. It weighed 86 pounds. Try
lugging that around with you.
What if you had $1 million in the bank?
You could convert that to cash, right?
Well, not so fast...
If you stuffed $1 million in $20 bills into a
garbage bag, it’d weigh 110 pounds. That’s
more than the bucket of gold flakes.
And good luck trying to withdraw $1
million from a bank without getting
noticed. If you tried to take out just
$10,000, the bank would immediately
alert the Feds.
There are other options out there...
You could convert your life savings into
art, stamps, vintage cars, fine wines,
or precious jewels like diamonds. But
they each have high risks: They can be
damaged, stolen, or lost.
Some of these assets aren’t portable. And
others aren’t liquefiable... meaning you
couldn’t readily find buyers for them or
carry them around easily. (Try hawking a
rare Norman Rockwell painting without an
auction house. It won’t be easy.)

HOW TO ‘TELEPORT’ YOUR
LIFE SAVINGS
If I needed to flee quickly and take my life
savings with me, I’d use bitcoin...
Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency.
Cryptocurrencies are nothing more than
digital money. You can store them on your
computer or mobile device. Another way
is to hold your cryptocurrencies offline in
“cold storage.”
(Cold storage is when you put a
cryptocurrency in a wallet. The safest type
is a paper wallet. You can print out your
private key and password and store it in
a safety deposit box. Or you can put the
information on a thumb drive and put that
in a secure place.)
Cryptocurrencies are also stored
anonymously on the blockchain. So it’s
difficult for someone to hack into your
online account or confiscate your money.
With bitcoin, you can move $1 million just
as easily as you could move $1. With one
click of a mouse, you can send your life
savings anywhere in the world... securely,
anonymously, and almost instantaneously.
It’s like having your own gold transporter...
If it’s in cold storage, you could upload
$1 million to your thumb drive. It’s like
carrying $1 million in a device the size of
a cigarette lighter. No other asset offers
the combination of portability, liquidity,
security, and anonymity that it does. It’s
the perfect “chaos hedge.”
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About Cryptocurrency in Las Vegas

Is ‘Bootycoin’ the next big thing on the Strip? Or a tease?

L

as Vegas is making cryptocurrencies sexy.
Keeping true to its motto, “What Happens
in Vegas, Stays in Vegas,” the city will become
home to the Legends Room, the nation’s first
gentlemen’s club accepting digital tokens.
It theory, this would enable patrons to
eliminate the embarrassing paper trails that
can destroy a reputation or a relationship. But
for the club’s creators, it’s a marketing tool,
tapping into people’s desire for something
new in the bumps and grinds of a very old
profession.
Men can slip a $20 bill into a dancer’s thong
at any of the two dozen strip clubs in Las
Vegas. But only at the Legends Room will
they be able to use their phone to scan a QR
code on her body and watch their account
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instantly decrease as the cryptocurrency lands
in her digital wallet.
Nick Blomgren and Peter Klamka, the
men behind the idea, are hoping this
cryptocurrency experience will attract enough
visitors – especially the hundreds of thousands
of technology-convention attendees – to make
the business profitable. They expect to own
the “bitcoin nerd crowd” almost by default.
“Other than this club, there aren’t many
places where you can spend your bitcoin,”
said Klamka, who has been involved with
digital currencies since 2013.
Blomgren and Klamka are offering up to
6,000 “lifetime memberships” to the Legends
Room for $5,000 each, payable in cash or
bitcoin. The new cryptocurrency, LGD, will

By Todd Prince

trade on the Bittrex digital currency exchange.
The club has raised nearly $2 million since
launching the offering in March – including
$900,000 in bitcoin – according to Klamka,
who is managing the initial LGD coin
offering.
Members include Charlie Shrem – a bitcoin
evangelist who served 18 months in prison for
unlicensed money transmission – as well as
a rap star, a venture capitalist, and a wealthy
70-year old, according to Klamka. He said he
has never met Shrem, a fellow New Yorker.
Members will receive a Legends token on
an app that will give them access to the
VIP room, where porn stars and Ultimate
Fighting Championship (UFC) fighters will
hang out. The VIP room will also include two
smaller rooms with booths, where strippers
can perform private dancers for $500 or
more, said Blomgren.
While he expects guys to pay the hefty fee
for the booths, he doesn’t expect the girls to
do much private dancing. “Guys just want to
hang out and talk with them,” he said as he
showed off the booths.

THE ODD COUPLE
Blomgren, 53, and Klamka, 48, at
first look make for an odd business
couple (pictured left to right).
Blomgren, a martial arts trainer,
has the imposing presence of a
club bouncer. Sporting a shaved
head and dragon-tattooed arms,
he stands 6’2” and weighs in at 205

pounds of mainly muscle. But he puts you at
ease with his soft speech.
Klamka, a former credit-card promoter from
New York, makes up for his smaller frame with
a commanding voice that belies his marketing
background. He is sporting a black “King of
New York” t-shirt with a photo of Laurence
Fishburne brandishing a gun. He wears khaki
pants with no socks and dark red moccasins.
Blomgren and Klamka met in 2014 as the latter
began promoting his bitcoin ATM machines
on the shorts of MMA fighter and fellow New
Yorker Phil Baroni, one of Blomgren’s trainees.
It was a cheap way to get nation-wide TV
exposure for his product, he said.
Klamka then teamed up with another fighter
from New York to help him sell bitcoin
ATMs. His Mike Tyson-themed bitcoin
ATM launched in Las Vegas in 2015 with
some media fanfare, but hasn’t expanded yet
as promised. Klamka said it is unclear when
more Tyson bitcoin machines will appear.
Klamka will operate three cryptocurrency
ATMs at the Legends Room, but he admits
there is little demand for the machines to
really scale a profitable business.
Rather, his focus at the Legends Room is on
repackaging the digital currencybased membership for other
companies and industries. If he
can build it, they will come,
he believes. “I just need to
prove the concept,” he says.
“Companies have said to me,
‘we will be there when you
execute on the strip club.’”
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But before that can happen, Blomgren first
needs to complete reconstruction of the
strip club and open the Legends Room after
multiple delays.

AN INITIAL CANCELED
OFFERING
Earlier this year Blomgren bought the closeddown Striptease on Valley View Boulevard,
near the Rio Hotel and Casino.

room for members. Both will have a lounge
area, bar, and cryptocurrency ATM.
The Legends Room is expected to open at the
beginning of August. The club will definitely be
ready for the fight between Floyd Mayweather
Jr. and Conor McGregor in Las Vegas on August
26, Klamka and Blomgren said.
The club hopes to create a marketplace for its
LGD coins by allowing its members to rent
out their tokens on a rotating basis. LGD

Members include
Charlie Shrem – a bitcoin
evangelist who served
18 months in prison
for unlicensed money
transmission – a rap star,
a venture capitalist, and a
wealthy 70-year-old.
The search for the right location caused
Klamka to cancel the first initial public
offering of the Legends Room’s LGD tokens...
raising the suspicious of some bitcoin
enthusiasts about the project’s legitimacy.
“We were selling a membership and needed a
facility to do that,” Klamka said in defense of
the cancelation.
Blomgren and Klamka said the investment
in Striptease, including the upgrade, will be
in the seven-digits. That would indicate that
they raised at least 20% of their investment
needs through the sale of the tokens.
The 16,000-square-foot club will have one
room for the general public and another VIP
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trades freely, and its price is expected to rise
on certain days when there is extra demand
for access to the VIP room – like when
popular adult entertainers, such as Tasha
Reign, or UFC athletes make their regularly
scheduled visits. Reign has agreed to come
once a month to hang out in the VIP room,
she said.
Tasha Reign will be paid for her services, of
course... in cash.
Todd Prince is the business and
gaming reporter at the Las Vegas
Review-Journal. He previously worked
for Bloomberg News and Merrill
Lynch in Russia.
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ANSWERS TO THE SAME THREE QUESTIONS

YOUR LOOK INSIDE
REAL-WORLD PORTFOLIOS
We asked a few industry folks the same three
questions. Here are their responses – along with a
peek inside their portfolios...

1

2

1. In which monetary
standard do you have the
most confidence – gold,
central banks, or bitcoin?

3

2. How have you
expressed this view in
your portfolio?
3. What’s the major risk
you face as a result?

Van Simmons, co-founder of
David Hall Rare Coins and the
Professional Coin Grading Service
1. Gold, and now I am
considering bitcoin as a
standard. Though the current
price increase scares me, I have little
confidence in central banks. That being
said, I have about the same amount in
gold and in the bank.

2. I’ve been a long-time buyer of gold,
along with other tangible items that hold
value.
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3. I am pretty well protected. In a major
crash like 2008, we all lost 30%. Milton
Friedman once told me: “Van, you have
half your free cash in gold, half in the
banks and no debt, so you will only lose
about 30% when the world falls apart.” He
was correct long before 2008.

George Gilder, Ronald Reagan’s
most-quoted author, latest book:
The Scandal of Money
1. Moore’s law continues in computer
power, with the move to parallel graphics

processors and denser applicationspecific integrated circuits. So the
Moore’s law rate of increase in hash
rates and bitcoin mining demands can
be neutralized by the simultaneous drop
in cost per gigaflop. Also, the size of the
blockchain (now at around 25 Gigabytes)
declines steadily as a share of deployed
memory and processing power.
I guess as a monetary standard I have
more faith in gold, but I believe bitcoin
represents a significant alternative as a
layer 8 for trust and transactions for the
Internet.

2. I have a small investment in gold

invested in mining stocks.

3. Like any investment, the major risk is
that it fails to produce returns whether it
is through price appreciation or dividends
or both. I’ll add that I view precious
metals and miners as a hedge against
the confidence in government and not
necessarily an investment based on
future inflation expectations.

Doug Casey, legendary natural
resource speculator
1. Gold. For reasons I’ve
explained at length, many times.

and a significant investment in bitcoin
2. To an extreme degree.
companies (not coins, though I have given
them as birthday presents to graduating
3. Two risks: Being wrong, and theft –
relatives).
most likely in the form of government
confiscation.
3. These investments reduce risk in my
portfolio.

Greg Diamond, trader and market
analyst
1. Gold. Considering the greatest growth
of prosperity in this country occurred
under a gold standard and without a
central bank (or income tax) – the gold
standard gets my vote. I’m intrigued by
bitcoin (and am invested in it) as another
potential standard to bypass, at least
for now, central bank and government
control.

2. I have silver and gold coins and am

Will Bonner, executive director of
the Bonner Family Office
1. The cryptos align with
our outlook in that they are
"better money." However, our
crypto investment allocation currently
represents 1/100th the size of our gold
allocation.

2. Our approach as of now is to charge
into bitcoin and a select group of
cryptocurrencies at all-time highs. We've
been ironing out some logistics and
custodial issues, while the cryptos have
pushed higher. We're doing this on the
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basis of the idea that the cryptos will eat
a significant portion of the conventional
economy in the years ahead...

Naresh Vissa, entrepreneur and
author of Podcastnomics

3. Deloitte predicts that blockchain-

go. The U.S. got off the gold standard
decades ago, and the millennial
generation isn’t as into physical gold as
the baby boomers are.

based assets will make up at least 10%
of global GDP by 2025: That would mean
an increase from $100 billion market cap
today to $7 trillion in 8 years...
So as a family office, we feel that we
need exposure to this emerging asset
class. I believe that many other family
offices, funds, and investment groups
will do likewise as the performance of
the cryptos catches
their attention and
1. In which monetary
they become more
standard do you have the
accessible.
most confidence – gold,

central banks, or bitcoin?
2. How have you
expressed this view in
your portfolio?
3. What’s the major risk
you face as a result?

For now, the
performance of my
personal crypto
account looks like a
fantasyland... more
than quadrupling
in three and a half
months...

Beirne White, financial researcher
1. Gold.
2. On March 14, I sold 100% of our stocks,
and now sit half cash, half SPDR Gold
Trust (GLD).

3. That it really is different this time.
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1. Central banks are still the way to

2. Bitcoin is incredibly complicated.
The reason it hasn’t taken off as a form
of currency (forget about its value) is
because the average Joe doesn’t want to
get it. Adoption is still slow. Governments
are decades away from understanding
and viably acting on it. There is no telling
where bitcoin will be in five years. The
real value in bitcoin is the blockchain
technology.

3. That said, I still own a little bit of
precious metals and alt currencies – not a
ton, but probably less than 5% combined.
There’s not much risk in owning some
here and there.

Nick Giambruno, senior
editor at International Man
1. Perhaps this is best
done through the process of
elimination...
One of my favorite memories of Ron Paul
is the grilling he gave former Fed chief
Ben Bernanke on basic economics. This
exchange is not very well known... But it’s
very instructive. Ron Paul was quizzing
Bernanke on the difference between
“credit” and “savings,” and whether the

Fed could create savings out of thin air.
Bernanke stumbled and couldn’t provide
a coherent answer.
Paul explained that saving is the setting
aside of present production for future
consumption. It’s real wealth represented
by money. The government can create
credit with bookkeeping entries, but only
private individuals who create wealth
can save. If people stop saving, the
government can print up all the money
it wants, but it cannot replace the real
wealth people aren’t saving. This is the
distinction between “credit” and “savings.”
I’m quite sure that Bernanke is not the
only central banker that would struggle
with this basic question. Many are of a
similar mindset, and believe ridiculous
things like “a little bit of inflation is a good
thing.”
This conversation is the perfect example
of why I place zero confidence in central
banks.
As for bitcoin, my own view is that it is
more of a transfer mechanism than an
actual currency right now. Bitcoin and the
blockchain may very well represent a new
paradigm in monetary systems, though. In
any case, it is still a very new technology.
It still needs many years to establish and
prove its worth as a long-term store of
value before it could compete with gold,
which has thousands of years of history
as a monetary standard.
So, out of the three choices, I come back
to gold as the monetary standard in

which I have the most confidence.

2. I own gold in physical form and gold
mining stocks. It’s probably too much of
my portfolio. I also own bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies, as well as shares in a
related company. It’s probably not a large
enough part of my portfolio.

3. Probably the biggest mistake of my
life – if I could quantify it – was not
getting in to bitcoin at $2 when I had the
opportunity.
I think there’s a great chance that bitcoin
and the blockchain are revolutionary
technologies that will soon, in one way
or another, touch most people. It’s sort
of like how e-mail was in the early ‘90s.
While there is a mania building in the
space, I don’t think the excitement is
necessarily unjustified.
So the biggest risk in my view is missing
out on the upside of cryptocurrencies
and blockchain technologies. I’m working
on ways to rectify that.

Scott Garliss, trader and senior
market analyst
1. I would have the most faith
in the gold money standard
because I view paper currency
and bitcoin as much more intrinsic value
versus having a concrete asset in hand.
I personally see bitcoin as a disaster
because the hacking community would
love nothing more than for people to get
all of their net worth as digital.
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ANSWERS TO THE SAME THREE QUESTIONS

2. I don’t currently own gold or gold
stocks. I own bonds instead, which would
really back up the central bank argument.

3. The major risk I face as a result is the
market and economy crumbling, making
the stocks and bonds potentially garbage
whereas gold ownership would help to
offset.

Mark McCulloh, IT security
executive
1. Gold, bitcoin,
1. In which monetary
standard do you have the
most confidence – gold,
central banks, or bitcoin?

central banks (in that
order).

2. I diversified my

portfolio through
asset-class funds, not
2. How have you
index funds, which
expressed this view in
is a bet on market
your portfolio?
efficiency increasing.
At some point, I think
3. What’s the major risk
the race to razoryou face as a result?
thin margins and low
costs of transactions
will leave some
unreal values out in the market place,
particularly in the thin micro-cap arena.

3. I’m not certain here but my biggest
concern is deflation, not inflation like
many propose. I worry about gains in
technological advances decimating
the service industry, reducing demand
in many areas (i.e., retailers getting
destroyed by online shopping = hard time
for malls, etc.).
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Thomas G. Lauman, managing
director at Stifel Nicolaus
1. Central banks. The money standard
that matters is the one which
stakeholders have the most confidence.
Gold was that, and currently bitcoin has
its own concerns (lack of understanding,
“mined” by select mathletes, transition
issues, etc.). The central banks are the
monetary standard as they are the most
involved, largest stakeholders. Until the
major economic players – private and
public – endorse computer-generated
currencies, the central banks are the only
game in town.

2. Yes, at current stock price levels I am
more in cash than before.

3. The major risk for me is a continued
grind higher due to lack of viable
alternative investments.

Teeka Tiwari, cryptocurrency guru
and investment analyst
1. I put my faith in bitcoin’s
cryptographically secure math
over paper money. For the first
time in my career I believe the American
dollar will lose its place as the most
trusted monetary standard... I think
that mantle will be passed to a digital
currency. My bet is the world will turn to
bitcoin.

2. I recommend digital currency exposure
in my publications.

3. The biggest risk is that someone
invents a better bitcoin and the market
moves to it.
However, the self-reinforcing incentives
that make bitcoin work make this
potential outcome quite unlikely. The
miners and users of bitcoin secure $40
billion dollars in value. Even if a “better”
solution comes along, self-interest will
keep market participants in bitcoin.

Mike DiBiase, bond market analyst
1. Without a doubt, gold. I don’t
like bitcoin nearly as much as
gold because it’s electronic and
wouldn’t be worth much in a complete
economic and social meltdown. That’s
why gold will always be better in my
mind. Plus, I think the government will
eventually take over control of bitcoin and
other cryptocurrencies.

2. By owning a significant portion of gold
and gold stocks as insurance.

3. If you have all of your portfolio in gold,
you’ll miss out on big gains. You have to
invest and play the game.

P.J. O’Rourke, American
Consequences editor in chief
The monetary standard I have
the most confidence in is the
Glock 9mm – the Visa card of
the future.

Clay Bennett Editorial Cartoon used with the permission of Clay
Bennett, the Washington Post Writers Group and the Cartoonist
Group. All rights reserved.

Dr. Steve Sjuggerud:
“This Will Be a $1 Trillion
Company”
A wealthy PhD
predicts that
a radical new
technology
(now used by
900 million
people) will soon create the world’s
biggest company.
Watch his interview.
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WHAT’S THE

CONNECTION?

PLANNING TO STORE A FORTUNE ON THE
INTERNET IS NOT A TRIVIAL MATTER...

T

he lead theme in this issue of American
Consequences is cryptocurrency.

By P. J.
O’Rourke

But if we desire to put ourselves into various
exotic positions with cryptocurrency, we’d
better first get a grasp on the body of
knowledge beneath the exoticism – which is
computer connectivity...
Otherwise, we’ll be like the joke a former
chief economist for the New York Stock
Exchange told me:
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An economist is a fellow who knows a
thousand ways to make love and doesn’t
have a girlfriend.
For years, computers were an interesting
invention. Useful for such things as decoding
secret messages when Nazis got Enigma
machines and solving math problems that
start with, “If a train leaves Pittsburg for
Chicago going 40 mph and another train
leaves Chicago for Pittsburg going 50 mph...”

But, really, who cared? I wasn’t headed to
either Pittsburg or Chicago.

problems also pertain to questions about
cryptocurrencies.

For the first forty-some years of their
existence, computers were mostly a cross
between a gigantic adding machine and a
high-speed filing cabinet. They were hardly
life-changing.

The Internet is a vulnerable system. Its
integrity cannot be assured. This is not
because of genius hackers or careless users.
The vulnerability is more a matter of the
“Infinite Monkey Theorem.” An infinite
number of moneys hitting keys on a keyboard
for an infinite amount of time will inevitably
write the complete works of Shakespeare, not
to mention crack your password (name of first
pet plus high school locker combination).

The most significant interaction with a
computer that I remember from those days
had to do with the computer punch cards
used for college course registrations. Step on
one of those with a golf shoe and you could
find yourself assigned to a class in advanced
astrophysics instead of “Rocks for Jocks.”
The more interesting invention was
connecting all those computers – the Internet.
Whether the Internet was a good invention...
Well, no invention or innovation is
intrinsically good or bad. When cavemen
discovered fire, the first thing they probably
used it for was to cook – each other.
I go back and forth on the virtues of the
Internet. Sometimes, I am awed by my
instantaneous access to enormous troves of
important information. What was the name
of the child actor who played Jerry Mathers’
pudgy best friend, Larry, on Leave It to
Beaver?
Other times, I wonder whose idea was it to
put every idiot in the world in touch with
every other idiot?
(By the way, Larry was played by Robert
“Rusty” Stevens.)
The Internet presents a variety of problems,
some inherent, some external. And all the

"

Whose idea was it to put every
idiot in the world in touch with
every other idiot?

People connected to the Internet now number
3.2 billion. And estimates of how much time
they spend on the Internet per day range as
high as 10 hours. Thus, in just one “Infinite
Monkey Year,” you get 3.2 billion times 365
times 10, which may not equal infinity but
it’s a big enough number to get the Infinite
Monkey Theorem moving.
Then there’s the vulnerable system behind the
vulnerable system – the electrical grid upon
which computer technology depends.
I understand something about electricity.
I understand I often don’t have any at my
house.
I live in a remote part of New England, up a
big hill, way out at the very end of the power
line. And anything will cause my power to go
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WHAT’S THE CONNECTION?
out – ice, snow, wind, rain, autumn leaves,
a suicidal squirrel. You name it, and the
O’Rourkes (and their computers) go dark.
I’m not blaming the electric company –
even though the recorded message on their
power-outage hotline does say “See you next
summer!”
I understand the problems faced
in creating a reliable electric
grid.
And I understand the problems
faced in generating electricity –
because of all the time I spend
trying to start my generator.

"

True, a lot of commerce is conducted on
the Internet, but it’s a marketplace without
fundamental market principles.

What a way to kick off a gloomy
Monday morning – being
outsmarted by a toaster.

For some government-regulatory reason I do
not understand, the only gasoline I can get for
my generator contains at least 10% ethanol.
In minus-20-degree New England weather,
the alcohol turns gasoline into a frozen
daiquiri.
Giving daiquiris to my generator’s little
engine does not make it happy. Or, possibly,
giving daiquiris to the little engine makes it
too happy. Every time I yank the starter cord
I’m feeding the engine booze. Then it goes to
sleep.
Besides the primary and secondary
vulnerabilities of the Internet, there’s the fact
that the thing itself was created by people
utterly ignorant of all free-market principles.
This is not conducive to best practices in the
field of cryptocurrency.
The Internet began as a collaboration between
the military and academia – two institutions
that are good at spending money but which
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have never turned a profit. In fact, their
missions are to be perfectly unprofitable.
Breaking things and killing people in one
case and turning young minds to mush in the
other.

For 40 years, I was a writer. Now I’m a
“content provider.” And the foundational
ethic of the Internet is that “content is free.”
Which leads to an inherent triviality in what’s
on the Internet and a feckless attitude toward
how the Internet is operated.
Planning to store a fortune on the Internet is
not a trivial and feckless matter. People do not
take the Internet as seriously as they should...
With what excitement and anticipation did
people once say, “There’s a machine for that.”
With what apathy and indifference do people
now say, “There’s an app for that.”
Here are some of the things that computer
connectivity famously does...
Google searches so filled with cinders and
slag that looking for the factual is like sifting
through the ashes of the Great Library of
Alexandria.
GPS giving us directions in the manner of a

New Hampshire Yankee farmer leaning on
a fence rail and chewing a blade of hay. “Go
on down to where old Maude Frick used to
live and then turn right at the place where the
barn burned down in 1958.”
If Taxi Driver gets remade, it won’t star
Robert De Niro and Jodie Foster. It will star
Elizabeth Warren in a driverless Uber.
As for driverless cars, what’s next, eaterless
meals?
Computer connectivity has also given us
the means to binge-watch TV, which is as
delightful as having the means to binge-eat
kale. All while wearing ear buds – a sort of
reverse hearing aid that blocks out anything
worth listening to. The millennial generation’s
motto is “Huh?”
Meanwhile, the iPhone blocks out any sort
of real-life event worth looking at. Imagine a
person from even 15 years ago being told that
what the future holds is humanity looking at
its phone all day.
Amazon has transformed shopping from
a pleasurable excursion and happy social
interaction into something more like going
into the outhouse with a Sears catalogue to
browse and use as Charmin.
Internet price comparisons also take the
sharp, eye-for-a-bargain intelligence out of
shopping. But that’s OK. We don’t need real
intelligence. We have artificial intelligence –
everywhere.
My toaster has a brain. What a way to kick
off a gloomy Monday morning – being
outsmarted by a toaster.

Then I work from home rather than an office.
Instead of hanging out at the watercooler
gossiping, flirting with coworkers, and
making sports bets, I’m overwhelmed by Big
Data flooding my personal communication
devices.
And if I go somewhere else to work, I come
home to a “smart house.” It was bad enough
when the house contained nothing but the
kids getting smart with me. Now they’ve got
the thermostat, the burglar alarm, and the
toaster on their side.
To take an example of triviality from my
own field... the computer network is a handy
device for writers. But does it improve the
quality of what gets written?
• When words had to be carved in stone,
we got the Ten Commandments.
• When we had to make our own ink and
chase a goose around the yard to get a
quill (and before the Infinite Monkey
Theorem was developed), we got
William Shakespeare.
• When the fountain pen was invented,
we got Henry James.
• When the typewriter came along, we got
Jack Kerouac.
• And with the Internet we get – the
President of the United States on
Twitter.
When it comes to cryptocurrency and
computer connectivity, be sure that “progress”
doesn’t do to your money what it has done to
literature.
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ARE THE NEW PUNK
By Rory Carroll

Banksy targets capitalism, consumerism and
inequality. Blek le Rat, the father of stencil graffiti,
depicts oppression and resistance. Shepard
Fairey gilded Barack Obama’s rise with the
iconic “Hope” poster and now highlights the
scapegoating of Muslims and the corporatization
of U.S. politics.

from his website and at Republican party
gatherings across the U.S.
“I think leftism is a mental disorder,” Sabo,
49, said in an interview at his home. “I truly
believe I’m fighting the good fight.”

In the Trump era, the right, however, has
its own guerrilla artist: Sabo, a former U.S.
marine who works from an apartment-cumstudio in Los Angeles beneath a sign that says
“Fuck Tibet.” Another says “Fuck peace.”

The fight is proving lucrative. After a decade
of inflammatory guerrilla art which yielded
little money or recognition, Sabo is on a roll
plastering images of Donald Trump, and most
recently Milo Yiannopoulos, across LA.

Under cover of darkness, he peppers public
spaces in LA with images and slogans
targeting liberals, whom he associates with
“pot-smoking lazy bums” hostile to western
values. He puts the same images and slogans
on posters, T-shirts and pins which he sells

In a city thrumming with opposition to the
president, the artist is part of the resistance
to the resistance, a figure feted in Republican

The guerrilla art movement is usually
associated with leftwing politics...
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circles who appears on Fox News, Breitbart,
the Blaze and other conservative media
outlets. No longer behind on his rent or
scrounging to buy a burger, he has bought
a $7,000 industrial-size printer which fills a
corner of his apartment.
“Republicans are the new punk,” said Sabo,
echoing a slogan on his T-shirt also adorned
with an image of Trump in a three-piece suit,
looking rather rakish, giving the finger. “I’m
pretty much the only right-winger doing
guerrilla art. I’m like patient zero, the first one
doing this on our side.”
Several other rightwing street artists are in fact
active in LA but prefer anonymity, thinking
that gives their work more power. Some on
the right consider Sabo a showboater.

“

The day I came to love
Donald Trump was when I
saw how hard he was kicking
liberals in the teeth.

himself a one-man rebuttal to Madonna,
Katy Perry, Lady Gaga, and other anti-Trump
performers. “I cater to the street urchins, the
young people. I want them to understand
that there’s another message out there.”
Critics consider Sabo’s work crude, bigoted,
racist and misogynistic. He disputed that:
“The blacks, the Jews, the underdogs – no one
has a bigger heart for them than me.”
He has decorated his home with samples of
his work: a framed toilet seat with Barack

He is not shy about self-promotion, calling
Photograph: Sabo
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Obama’s face and mouth; a life-sized poster of
Bernie Sanders with Soviet tattoos and diaper
“full of free shit”; a billboard-style portrait of
Hillary Clinton as a maniacal queen.
Sabo – a pseudonym derived from a
tank munition called sabot – made his
breakthrough in the GOP primaries with a
poster of Ted Cruz as a tattooed, muscled
convict. It went viral and Cruz’s campaign
embraced the bad boy image, though later
distanced itself when Sabo was accused of
racism. Still, revenues rolled in and Sabo was
famous.

primaries, calling him a circus clown who
would hand the White House to Clinton. He
said the average Trump voter was a “moron”
and depicted Trump as “Il douche”, a play on
Il Duce, with his hair forming a Mussolinistyle helmet.
Sabo now says he is “cautiously optimistic”
about the president. “The day I came to love
Donald Trump was when I saw how hard he
was kicking liberals in the teeth.”
He trolled inauguration protests around
LA’s city hall by posting fake advertisements
mimicking the Fox TV show 24, keeping the
text “New Day, New Hero” but replacing the
star, Corey Hawkins, with Trump, and 24
with 45, a reference to the 45th president.
Sabo grew up in Texas and operated tanks in
the marines before studying art in LA, then
drifted into street art in the 1990s. He says
he became disgusted with liberals after they
“circled the wagons” to defend Bill Clinton
from rape allegations.

Photograph: Rory Carroll for the Guardian

He scored another hit during the general
election with an image of a grinning skull
with yellow hair labeled “The deplorables”
– a riff on a Clinton blunder about Donald
Trump’s supporters. It earned him $20,000 in
a single day and inspired copycats.
Ironically, Sabo deplored Trump during the
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The left, he said, has mastered cultural
and political “dark arts” and “weaponized”
Hollywood, the FBI, the IRS, universities
and other institutions to promote a nefarious
agenda. He also lamented America’s
polarization. “The whole climate is sick right
now.” Asked if his work contributed to that
sickness, Sabo shook his head. “The left are
the ones who dehumanize.”
Copyright Guardian News & Media Ltd
2017
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By Gray Zurbruegg

Accidental Discoveries
in the Galapagos

D

rifting off course during a voyage
from Panama to Peru in 1535,
Spanish sailors discovered an
archipelago about 900 miles from the
Ecuadorian coast.

One of the effects of high altitude is
drowsiness... Your body is simply exhausted
from working harder to circulate blood and
oxygen.

As these trailblazers explored what’s now
Santa Cruz Island, they quickly stumbled
upon its most famous inhabitants. In a letter
to Charles VI of Spain, the expedition’s leader,
Bishop Tomás de Berlanga, informed His
Majesty of what he’d seen:

Fortunately, Casa Gangotena provided a
perfect place to rest our heads. The three-story
Renaissance-inspired structure, originally
built as a home in 1534, combines classical
elements with a modern touch. Located in
Quito’s Old Town, the hotel is a peaceful
hideaway for international travelers.

... muchos lobos marinos, tortugas, higuanas,
galapagos...

Then as folks acclimatized, we took off for the
“Home of Evolution.”

Translated, that’s many sea lions, turtles,
iguanas, tortoises...

It requires a two-hour plane flight, a ferry
ride, and a 40-minute drive to reach the
Pikaia Lodge. Yes, it’s a tiring process. But the
trek also serves as a visual introduction to the
islands’ Martian landscape...

And that’s exactly what we saw on our recent
visit to the “Island of Tortoises.”
We began our 10-day adventure in Quito,
Ecuador – the world’s highest capital city.
We didn’t feel the altitude until our 3,000foot gondola ride to the city’s highest point, a
towering 14,000 feet.
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The Galapagos are far more than lushly
vegetated, tropical islands.
They’re otherworldly... an equal mixture of
African plains, equatorial forests, and igneous
rock formations.

WORTH STAYING
The Galapagos’ geography and biodiversity
require encyclopedic length for a complete
description. If you’re so inclined, check out
Galapagos: A Natural History.
But geology and conservation are far from my
core competency in curating the good life.
As president of The Atlas 400, an
international wealth and travel club, it’s my
job to create incredible experiences. In doing
so, I’ve discovered the world’s best hotels,
exclusive and adrenaline-fueled activities, and
some of the finest things money can buy.
So I’ll leave the explanation of Darwin’s
theory of natural selection to the scientists.
Instead, here are three of my favorite recent
travel discoveries...

Located on Galapagos’ Santa Cruz Island, the
Pikaia Lodge sits 2,000 feet above sea level.
The lodge boasts commanding 360-degree
views of a landscape I can only liken to the
Serengeti.
Upon arrival, the stillness is striking. Unlike
most modern hotels, there’s no electronic
background music. It’s tranquil – a constant
breeze and occasional chirping bird.
Pikaia’s design is based entirely on one
clause: If its existence causes a negative
ecological impact, it will be shut down. The
architectural design isn’t the only low-impact
aspect. Every detail – from the matte-black,
round stones in every manicured flower bed
to the soft color palette of décor – is geared
toward the main attraction... the natural
surroundings.

360-DEGREE VIEW AT
PIKAIA LODGE, 2,000
FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL
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In the Galapagos, June is the beginning of
winter. It’s a slightly different winter than
most are accustomed... highs in the upper 70s
and lows around 60. Perfect for cracking the
windows in Pikaia’s well-appointed rooms.
In many places, “farm to table” is a reference
simply to fresh vegetables. But Pikaia executes
the practice to a T... part of their emphasis on
sustainability and minimal impact. All
produce comes from farms within a 10mile radius. Though, while I appreciate
their local grass-fed beef, there’s
something about a steak from a corn-fed
cow.
Fortunately, to make up for lean
beef, Pikaia boasts an impressive
wine cellar stocked exclusively with
Argentine and Chilean varietals.

WORTH DRINKING
Now, I’ve drunk a lot of wine.
Over the course of my “education,”
high-end South American labels
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have never quite carried their weight in
price comparisons. But thanks to Pikaia’s
sommelier, I’ve found El Dorado.
Luca’s 2004 Nico malbec currently drinks
at the same level as famous first-growth
Bordeaux.
Laura Catena, of Argentina’s well-known
Catena Vineyard, named the wine after her
son. The personal project has created a malbec
that could be used in an inkwell. Wine
legend Robert Parker describes it best, “...
concentrated and improbably deep, with an
almost liqueur-like richness.”
Nico’s annual production hovers around 2000
cases. Retailing at $120 per bottle and $360
in restaurants, it’s far from the bargain bin.
But it’s a steal compared with its competition
from the “Right Bank,” that often fetches
prices upward of $1,000 a bottle.
If you’re a wine lover – or you’re like me, and
simply enjoy the occasional splurge – I’d urge
you to try it.

THESE GUYS KNOW
HOW TO RELAX ON
THE BEACH

WORTH TRYING
These trips wear me down... long flights,
social drinking, equatorial sun exposure.
Hard life, I know.
And while maintaining a constant workload
and rapier fitness regimen, the early mornings
and late nights quickly empty the tank.
So I’ve been on a quest to find an edge on
efficiency and stamina.
Fortunately, I recently stumbled upon my
secret weapon...
Everyone is impacted by some lifestyle
imbalance. We cope with stress in different
ways... But none of us are immune to it. It’s
part of our design for survival – the “fight or
flight” mechanism.
Research shows that managing stress is
perhaps the single most important element of

staying well. And I’ve been testing out a new
product system that helps manage my stress...
It’s called NuCalm.
I’m no scientist. So please excuse the brevity
in explanation. The company describes itself
as the world’s first and only patented system
for “balancing and maintaining the health of
the human autonomic nervous system.”
By guiding you into deep relaxation, NuCalm
allows your mind and body to relax, recover,
and restore. It provides the ability to slow
down and recharge when you need to... at
home, on a plane, or the office couch.
FDA findings show that using NuCalm
for 40 minutes is equal to two hours of the
deepest state of restorative sleep – I can attest
to the claim.
Explaining how the system works and the
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benefits of use would take pages... It’s that
scientifically and mathematically complex. It’s
an investment, too, at about $4,300 (what
I paid). But it’s relatively simple. And in my
seven months of using it, I’ve benefitted.
Here’s an analogy to describe its effects...
Imagine a teacup filled to the brim... It may
handle one more drop, but that’s it. Five more
tea drops? Well, you’ve got a mess on your
hands.
Living during a time of constant stimulation,
we maintain heightened levels of alertness.
Electronic screens are always in our face.
There’s an immediacy expected of us. Most
folks check e-mails before bed and upon
waking. What this does to our bodies is
deadly...
The stimulation causes an increase in nervous
system activity. If active for extended periods,
the adrenal glands secrete cortisol. Cortisol
increases the usage of adrenaline. The
byproduct of increased adrenaline production
is inflammation.
Your body doesn’t mind causing high
amounts of inflammation if it means you’ll
survive another day. However, high amounts
of inflammation for prolonged periods can be
lethal.
NuCalm doesn’t eliminate stress from my
life... It allows me to unemotionally tackle
it. Through daily usage, I’m able to recharge,
decrease harmful cortisol levels, and create
plenty of room “in my cup.”
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Traveling with high-achieving, busy
individuals, I’ve noticed most folks would
benefit from increasing their investment in
health and wellness. That doesn’t just mean
working less and vacationing more. It’s
making the conscious decision to focus on
your longevity.
Think of it as a contrary investment.
If you allocate a fraction of your time to
wellness, you’ll likely see far higher returns
than the market will bring you. Because what
good are the fine things in life – like tropical
lodges and exceptional wines – if you’re not
around to enjoy them?
This column is about seeing how much
we can achieve in our lifetime. It’s about
building a wealth of life experience. It’s about
surrounding yourself with quality people and
pursuing the best the world offers.
That’s the good life.

Gray Zurbruegg serves as president
of The Atlas 400. What started as a
small club with a few close friends
and colleagues has evolved into an
international group with more than
100 members – authors, oil tycoons,
corporate executives, entrepreneurs,
hedge-fund managers, rocket
scientists – across 14 countries. If
you’re interested in learning more,
e-mail Gray or request more info here.

2,700 REMARKABLE ACRES
5 DISTINCTIVE BEACHES
2 MILES OF SHORELINE

World Class Food & Drink • Timeless Architecture & Design • Laidback Luxury

Nicaragua’s first… and always.

R

ancho Santana offers a variety of distinctive coastal accommodations including a 17-room
inn and a collection of Oceanside homes. Though affectionately referred to as “the Ranch,”
it is perhaps best known for its five unique beaches making up over two miles of shoreline
along the country’s serene Pacific coast. The land stretches over 2,700 remarkable acres ranging from
valleys to rolling hills, from tropical dry forests to awe-inspiring elevations. Its rugged nature is certainly
celebrated, but the ranch’s world-class food and beverage, services and amenities make it perfectly
suited for leisurely sunbathing and stargazing. Guests seeking activity and adventure are enticed by its
renowned surf breaks, riding stables, and hiking paths. Like the sea turtles and spider monkeys, some
guests feel particularly at home on “the ranch” - and for them, a limited number of private lots enter its
Real Estate portfolio on an annual basis.

ranchosantana.com

‘AMERICA FIRST’
DOES NOT MEAN

‘AMERICANS FIRST’

By Bill
Bonner

Recently, I saw this quote from Steve
Bannon. He described his core belief... It
is that “we’re a nation with an economy,
not an economy just in some global
marketplace.”
When I read that, it sounded familiar.
Then I realized... it is almost a direct
translation of a remark by Juan Perón:
“The nation does not exist for the benefit
of the economy. The economy must
serve the nation.”
This is what is known as “economic
nationalism.” It is not necessarily either
wrong or right. Neither good nor bad. But
it is packed with myth, magic, delusion,
and cockamamie groupthink ideas.
And when you unpack it... when you
deconstruct it... when you peel away the
layers, what do you find? Something you
might not expect.
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S

omeone yesterday mentioned that our
children’s brains are being shaped by
new media... that their attention spans
are shrinking. If you can’t say something in
20 seconds, don’t even bother to try. They’ll
flip the channel or hit the delete button... or
whatever it is they do.
But some ideas take time to understand.
Eventually, the idea can be compressed into a
sound bite... but only after it has been studied
and understood.
New ideas need brain space... and time. This
is one of those ideas. Someone with a short
attention span will hear the phrase “economic
nationalism” and think... “Well, that sounds
pretty good.” It takes time and attention to
get beyond that... and to really understand
what it means.
What I’m talking about today is not really a
new idea... but it is new to most people.

I don’t usually like to talk about politics
or even think about politics. It’s usually a
waste of time. But there are times when you
can’t ignore them... when you might not be
interested in politics... as Stokely Carmichael
put it... but politics gets interested in you.
And then, if you ignore politics, you could
be ignoring a serious threat to your wealth or
your family.

‘Fair Trade’ Is Not
‘Free Trade’
But let’s begin by exploring another idea
– “fair trade.” It sounds harmless. Even
attractive. Who’s against fairness? Again,
for the iPhone Age, it may be just the thing
perfectly adapted to short attention spans.
But wait. Who’s to say what’s fair? The whole
world is full of buyers and sellers. They are
all searching for the best deal. Isn’t the only
possible “fair” deal the one that buyers and
sellers willingly come to on their own? So
how’s that different from “free trade”?
Back in the ‘70s and ‘80s, we ran a business
that was chiefly on paper. So we found that
we could often get the best prices for printing
in Quebec. They’ve got a lot of wood pulp
up there, I guess. So we negotiated with the
printers and came to a deal.
It was a free-trade deal. It was the best we
could do.
Now, the feds came in... and they said no... if
you’re going to buy from a foreign supplier,
you will have to pay a tax. That will make it
“fair.”

From our perspective, we didn’t care where
the printing was done. If it was done in New
York or in Canada made no difference. From
a fairness standpoint, there was no difference.
From the point of the state of Maryland,
anything done out of the state was foreign.
“Fair trade” only makes sense to the group
imposing it on others. And since it is imposed
by the government, it only really makes sense
for the people who control the government.
We call the group that controls the U.S.
government the “Deep State.”

"

There is no such thing as fair
trade between individuals and
companies. There is only free trade

They are people in Congress, in the
bureaucracy... even in international
organizations such as the IMF... on Wall
Street... and in major crony industries...
They are the people who actually run things...
year in and year out... working with or against
the people who have been elected to serve in
the White House of Congress... as they find
necessary and convenient...
In other words, there is no such thing as fair
trade between individuals and companies.
There is only free trade. Fair trade is a tool for
the Deep State to use to bring more power
and money to itself.
I remember a strange scene in Argentina...
An old tractor drove up, pulling a wagon. It
had a tire bolted together with cables. The
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tire should have been replaced years ago. Why
was it not? Fair trade. That is, Argentina was
supposedly protecting its young tire industry
from foreign competition. Who owned the
Argentine tire maker?

Idea of America – was that we could each
worship our own God... follow our own
goals, free from the dictates of the federal
government. The government was supposed
to protect us.

It turned out that the major owner was
the family of the president herself, Cristina
Kirchner.

And the Constitution was supposed to protect
us from the government, making it possible
for us to find life, liberty, and happiness in
our own way.

So when Donald Trump says “Buy American...
make it in America... with American workers...
“ I become suspicious. There’s no way you can
benefit all the people of the country with fair
trade. You will only benefit some, at others’
expense. Who will you benefit? Those who
control the system, of course.

The Idea of America
“America First,” says Donald Trump.
Again, it sounds like a good campaign slogan.
But when you deconstruct it... what do you
find? The same cast of characters... the same
plot... and the same Deep State again.
It’s not “Americans First.” That would be a
whole different thing. It would mean that
we could decide for ourselves which deal was
best for us. “America First” is a slogan that
glorifies and elevates the government, while
diminishing the power and freedom of the
people in the country.
This is a big departure for America. We’re
not like the French or the Spanish... we
don’t share a single culture... or even a single
language... or a real national identity. We’re a
nation of immigrants.
The idea – which I explored in my book The
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Grosso modo, the idea of a national purpose
above and beyond the interests of the citizens
themselves... or an economy that is supposed
to serve the nation rather than the individual
people who make up the nation... is as old
as the Old Testament. In it, the Jews are
described as a nation of people working out
their relationship with God.
America is a different thing. You don’t have to
be a Jew or a Persian... or a gentile... You don’t
have to speak Aramaic or Hebrew. America is
a product of the New Testament, where each
individual can work out his own relationship
with God.
We’re not a nation in the traditional sense.
We’re a nation of different peoples... different
groups. We were meant to be treated as
individuals... not as part of a big collective...
We were never meant to be ein Volk, but lots
of volks.

Bill Bonner is a New York Times
bestselling author and founder of
The Agora publishing company.
He publishes a free daily letter,
Bill Bonner's Diary, here:
https://bonnerandpartners.com.

LITERARY INSIGHT
from PRESENT & PAST
Don’t Say We Weren’t Warned

Golfer Phil Mickelson was implicated in
a three-way insider-trading scandal that
ended with the two other principals facing
many years in prison. Mickelson’s fate?
He just walked away – and he didn’t even
have to testify.
Phil’s Insider-Trading Escape, Golf Digest
“We’re throwing all the tools you’d use for
curing cancer at making a mai tai.”
One Man’s Quest to Make 20-Year-Old
Rum in Just Six Days, Wired
It’s easy to dismiss the digital currency
as an outlandish, even dangerous, fad.
Don’t. Even if Bitcoin ultimately falls apart
or crashes, its underlying blockchain
technology is likely to disrupt financial
markets for years to come.
Beyond Bitcoin: How Blockchain Is
Changing Banking, Barron’s
Three maps and data visualizations showing
200 years of immigration to the U.S.
Who Came to America, and When?,
Visual Capitalist
Video: On the iPhone’s 10th birthday,
former Apple executives Scott Forstall,
Tony Fadell, and Greg Christie recount
the arduous process of turning Steve
Jobs’s vision into one of the best-selling
products ever made.
How the iPhone Was Born: Inside Stories
of Missteps and Triumphs, The Wall
Street Journal

Oliver Wendell Holmes on the subject of
Charles Babbage’s design for a so-called
“analytical engine” to do mathematical
computations: “What a satire is that
machine on the mere mathematician! A
Frankenstein-monster, a thing without
brains and without heart, too stupid to
make a blunder; which turns out results
like a corn-sheller, and never grows any
wiser or better.”
The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, 1858
“Money is a serious thing; and when
gone cannot be had back by a shuffle in
the game, or a fortunate blow with the
battledore, as may political power, or
reputation, or fashion.”
Anthony Trollope Framley Parsonage, 1862
“People with more education are more
frequently victims of fraud than those with
less education.”
1995 report by the Justice Department’s
National Institute of Justice
“By moving at the speed of light,
electronic money has become the most
powerful financial, political, and social
force in the world. Money has become...
like God: totally abstract and without
corporeal body.”
Jack Weatherford, THe History of Money, 1997

WORD DUMP

WHAT WE’RE READING NOW

“Can we ring the bells backwards? Can we
unlearn the arts that pretend to civilize,
and then burn the world? There is a March
of Science. But who shall beat the drums
for its retreat?”
Charles Lamb, Last Essays of Elia, 1833

Buck Sexton

THE FINAL WORD

A WORLDWIDE
CYBER WAR YOU
CAN'T IGNORE
TOMORROW'S BATTLE LINES ARE DRAWING MUCH
CLOSER TO HOME...

I

f you’re not worried about imminent,
catastrophic computer attacks on U.S. soil
– like the recent hacker attempts to probe
American nuclear facilities – you should be...
For years, policymakers and pundits alike
have cautioned that unless critical steps are
taken, it’s only a matter of time before we
suffer the equivalent of a “Cyber 9/11.” In
recent months, Congress has held numerous,
ominous hearings about cyber warfare in the
21st century. And concerns are growing over
Chinese and Russian hacking capabilities.
Add to this the recent polling that shows a
majority of Democrats reportedly believe
President Donald Trump colluded with
Russia to “hack” our last national election.
Cybersecurity is now at the heart of the
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most rancorous political environment since
President Nixon.
Nonetheless, most folks continue to go
about their lives without losing sleep that
the Russkies are about to hack the grid and
plunge a major U.S. city into darkness or that
China will shut down our air-traffic control
any minute for the heck of it. The Internet as a
battleground of great power politics is mostly
left for Pentagon experts and tech geniuses.
Those of us who still have trouble connecting
a printer to Wi-Fi (guilty as charged) aren’t
about to step up to the front lines of the cyber
war. It would be tough to go code-to-code
with shadowy hacker activists (“hacktivists”)
from your aging MacBook that freezes
regularly.

But cybersecurity is now everybody’s
problem...
Stealing money from a bank the oldfashioned way is dangerous. On the other
hand, criminals stole $81 million from the
Bangladesh central bank’s account at the New
York Federal Reserve last year from the other
side of the globe in a matter of minutes – no
ski masks or getaway car required.
And it’s getting worse. Malware is software
that disables or takes over computers. And
two major malware incidents during the last
two months have served as a reminder that if
you’re online, you’re vulnerable to attack.
The so-called “WannaCry” attack in May
infected millions of computers in more than
150 countries, including a number of major
U.K. hospitals. It’s known as a “ransomware”
attack due to how it seized control of devices,
encrypted files, and demanded a ransom be
paid via bitcoin.
Assuming victims figured out a way to make
good on this cryptocurrency bounty, they
were ostensibly supposed to get access to their
data back. Refuse the data-nappers, though,
and possibly lose access forever. Financial
losses from the WannaCry attack have been
estimated in the low billions.
In late June, another even more damaging
ransomware cyberattack called “Petya” hit
more than 100 companies in America and
Europe, with the origins of the outbreak
reportedly coming from a Ukrainian taxsoftware update.

“

Those of us who still have trouble
connecting a printer to Wi-Fi (guilty
as charged) aren't about to step up
to the front lines of the cyber war.

Given recent hacking allegations, some eyes
quickly focused in on Russia as a possible
creator of the malware, though Russian
companies including energy giant Rosneft
were hit as well. The Kremlin unsurprisingly
denies any nefarious online activities (but
of course, comrades). Others have suggested
a North Korean hand. And to be fair, the
psychopathic Kim crime family has been busy
firing missiles of late.
Regardless of the culprits, these cyberattacks
are harbingers of a new era – one in which
nobody is safe from the effects of the
cyber war.
The sophistication of Internet onslaughts
against private corporations and individuals is
only going to increase. Many of the privatesector firms that specialize in preventing
some malcontent in Moscow from stealing or
deleting an intellectual-property fortune are
warning that the worst is yet to come.
WannaCry was derailed relatively early on
because some cyber sleuths based out of L.A.
found a “kill switch” for the malware. It was a
stroke of luck. No one can count on a repeat
going forward.
The next cyberattack could be the big one.
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Businesses are advised to be proactive in
their countermeasures. The lifeblood of
countless companies is now their data. A
couple decades ago, the stereotypical chief
information officer (CIO) was a back-office
guy with halitosis who wrote Star Trek fan
fiction in his free time. Interactions with IT
support often involved some disaffected techie
telling you to “try restarting your computer”
for the 10th time.
Now the CIO at any large company is
increasingly thrust into the role of a corporate
digital-warfare specialist.
For tech companies, the title of CIO is close
to CEO and CFO on the organizational
chart, and their compensation is the envy
of most lawyers I know. The guy or gal who
can shut down or fix a distributed denial-ofservice (DDoS) attack on your company’s
website is more valuable with every mass databreach incident that hits the news cycle. A
good IT desk can be worth its weight in gold.
Indeed, on the expert side of the cyber
equation, business is booming. Spending in
the sector is estimated to be in the hundreds
of billions of dollars worldwide. Given that
estimated losses caused by data breaches
are expected to be around a trillion dollars

“

There is only so much the good
guys ("white hat" hackers, in
cyber parlance) can do to stop
the bad guys ("black hats").
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in 2018, it’s unsurprising to see the shift in
corporate culture from cybersecurity as a side
project to major priority.
Despite the flood of resources, there is only so
much the good guys (“white hat” hackers, in
cyber parlance) can do to stop the bad guys
(“black hats”).
A big part of the problem is that very few
people understand any of this stuff. Your
average corporate employee in America is
woefully underprepared to function in the
hostile cyber world. And it is your employees
– flesh-and-blood human beings – who are
the biggest liability when it comes to hacking.
Many of the worst data breaches in history
were not the result of some high-tech evil
genius who started hacking the NASA website
for fun when he was 12. No, hacking most
commonly relies on what is euphemistically
called “social engineering” – exploiting the
overworked cubicle workers of the world to
just click on one dumb thing, one time.
It’s much easier to fall prey to this type of
“phishing” attack than any of us want to
admit.
You are no doubt savvy enough to avoid
sending your bank routing information
and Social Security number via e-mail to a
Nigerian prince who wants you to help him
spend his fortune. But an official-looking
e-mail that says “IRS request for information”
or a Facebook message with “you have to see
this photo Bob tagged you in” might very well
get you to click on just one link.

Once you do, a skilled hacker may have the
keys to your digital kingdom.
There are more grave cyber concerns than
phishing schemes that lead to nuisances or
blackmail. Cyber warfare could lead to actual
warfare sometime this century, and nation
states are in a fierce arms race to control
cyberspace. But that’s not what you and the
rest of the country need to worry about day to
day. We pay a lot of taxes to a very big federal
government and military to handle that stuff.
What should concern all of us are the
seemingly endless and increasingly clever
attempts to steal our information, hold it
hostage, and bring companies large and small
to their knees...

John Deering Editorial Cartoon used with the permission of John
Deering and Creators Syndicate. All rights reserved.

As a law firm, what would you pay to keep
all your client records from making their way
onto the “dark web”?
For a hospital, what are the medical records of
every patient worth?

$2 Trillion Secret in White
House Photo?

As an online retailer, how long can you stay
in business if your website keeps getting shut
down?

Did the Trump
administration
mean for this
photo to get
out? In the
background, you can see their whole
(non-public) agenda. And one of the
TOP items is an event that could mean
cash payments in your mailbox this year.
See the photo and the details of what
we’ve uncovered, right here…

These are questions that everyday folks will
be forced to address again and again in the
months ahead.
In the meantime, don’t use “password” as your
password. Enable two-factor security for your
bank and brokerage accounts. And hope that
the Kremlin doesn’t have special interest in
your Gmail account.
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THIS ISSUE’S FEATURED
CONTRIBUTORS
Tama Churchouse has spent a
decade working for investment banks
in Asia, most recently at JPMorgan.
He also manages a portfolio of
internal money for the Churchouse
family office and founded
Churchouse Publishing in 2012 to
bring independent, no-nonsense analysis
and research to those who take an active
interest in creating and managing their
own wealth.
Learn more about the tremendous
opportunity in cryptocurrencies – and
as claim your free Beginner’s Guide to
Bitcoin – by clicking here.

Dr. David Eifrig worked in arbitrage
and trading groups with major Wall
Street investment banks, including
Goldman Sachs, Chase Manhattan,
and Yamaichi in Japan. In 1995, Dr.
Eifrig retired from Wall Street, went
to UNC-Chapel Hill medical school,
and became an ophthalmologist.
Today, he publishes a free daily letter on
health and wealth that shows readers
how to live a millionaire lifestyle at
http://retirementmillionairedaily.com/.

Raoul Pal is a Goldman Sachs alum
and editor of the Global Macro Investor
newsletter. He is followed by many
of the world’s top hedge funds,
family offices, pension funds, and
sovereign wealth funds.
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He is also the founder of Real Vision
Television, the world’s first on-demand TV
channel for finance: www.realvisiontv.com...
featuring industry legend Jim Grant,
Investment Biker author Jim Rogers,
“Bond King” Jeffrey Gundlach, and other
real investing pros.

Buck Sexton is host of the nationally
syndicated talk radio program, Buck
Sexton with America Now, heard
on over 100 stations across the
country.
A former CIA and NYC Police
Department Intelligence Officer, Buck is
also the cohost of Stansberry Investor
Hour, a weekly radio show that you can
subscribe to for free right here:
http://investorhour.com/

Teeka Tiwari is editor of the Palm
Beach Letter. The gains from his
cryptocurrency recommendations
are some of the biggest... and
fastest... that we’ve ever seen –
including 500% gains in bitcoin and
upward of 4,000% and 2,900% in two
other cryptocurrencies.
It may well be a speculative bubble...
but it has also created small fortunes for
investors. Learn more about his latest
opportunity to profit by clicking here.

— Advertisement —

Well-Known Defense Expert Shows What
Could Really Be Coming to the United States
WRITTEN BY: KELLY BROWN

Recently, one of the world’s foremost
experts on national defense and
geopolitics stepped forward with a
warning for every American.
Richard Maybury, whose work is
rumored to be studied by both the CIA
and the Pentagon, went on record saying:
“Even though most
Americans feel it… very few
will admit that we may be on
the verge of a major, global
conflict.”
Maybury, whose work is published in the Wall Street Journal, USA Today, BusinessWeek, and other big
name publications, says we could be much closer to a crisis that most people realize.
He is urging all Americans to prepare.
To help spread the word, Maybury teamed up with one of the biggest names in asset protection, Dr. David
Eifrig.
Together Maybury and Eifrig are giving away the 4 steps every American should take to safeguard their
wealth and their family 100% free.
Please note, while this information is free, it is also extremely controversial.
Within the first 60 seconds you will be reminded about how dangerously unprepared you probably are for
what could soon be coming to the United States.
To access the presentation, click here.
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Share us. Like what you read? Share it with your family and friends.
And send them to americanconsequences.com to receive the next
issue as soon as it's published.
Print. You can select the whole magazine, or only the pages you want
to print here.
Download. Click here to download the entire magazine in a PDF
format. You can also load it on your Kindle or tablet for offline viewing.
Full screen. Eliminate distractions and make the magazine as large
as it will go.
Zoom in. Font too small? This will make it bigger, but it also makes it
harder to scroll between columns. We're working on making it more
responsive. Stay tuned.

GOT IT? GOOD. GET STARTED...

CLICK
HERE

Have a question that's not answered here?
E-mail feedback@americanconsequences.com.

